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“I NOW KNOW that my sight is deteriorating. For some time it
seemed that my only choice was to ignore my disability and
continue to work and create as a sighted person...it took leaving
the country for a year to learn that things have changed...last
year in England I helped lead a theatre workshop for fourteen
young and inspired people, all of whom has a disability of
some kind. The workshop was a pilot project put together by a
professional theatre company called Graeae. The company’s
mandate is to maintain an integrated body of talent and to create
vibrant new works that express the lives and culture of disabled
people...on the final day of the workshop we presented what
was one of the most powerful pieces of theatre I have ever
seen...Graeae is now in its second semester of a threesemester, nine month program with three productions a
year... in addition they continue to tour a professional
company through England and run a Theatre in
Education project in the spring.”
Alex Bulmer
TTA Reports, February/March, 1993
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INTRODUCTION
The Picasso Project, July 2002 to July 2004, was a collaborative
two-year research and training program designed to take flight
from “able-centric” notions of the performing arts. It sprang from a
passionate conviction that in Toronto, in Canada and beyond, artists
with disability belong in our consciousness, on our stages and among
our professional staffs and audiences. Like its iconoclastic namesake,
the Picasso Project set out to challenge commonly held ideas of
beauty, ability, perception and learning to come up with a viable range
of alternatives, options and tools. During the process we discovered
exciting and liberating possibilities for disabled, non-disabled and
Deaf artists and companies to work separately and together.

Picasso Project most certainly confirms that.
We therefore offer this report and the accompanying documentary
video as one effort among several to achieve new levels of
independence, prominence and recognition for Toronto-based and
Canadian artists with disability. Its discoveries, observations, insights
and recommendations come directly from the field. Our long-term
goal is to help build an arts community which includes the richness
of disability experience at all levels of expression, production and
presentation.

At the same time the Picasso Project examined the existing state of
disability arts in Toronto and beyond. Toronto is the largest city in
Canada with a vibrant, cosmopolitan arts community and a large and
growing population of people with disabilities. So our first question
was “where are the artists with disability?”. During the course of
our research and an innovative series of workshops we found out.
Two years later we have some answers to that question and some
recommendations, in the context of Canadian disability-arts.
Most of all the Picasso Project has been an artistic journey and one
motivated by an ambitious vision of the future. An eloquent chorus of
performers, writers, dancers, teachers, thinkers, movers and shakers
articulated that vision; generous individuals who have shared their
resources, time and ideas. They are the disability-arts movement. And
what a movement it is! At the inaugural KickstART Festival of Disability
Arts and Culture in Vancouver, August 2001, Governor-General
Adrienne Clarkson proudly announced that disability culture is one
of the fastest growing influences in the contemporary art scene. The
The Picasso Project
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COLLABORATIVE TEAM

THE PROGRAM

The collaboration between Alex Bulmer of S.N.I.F.F. Inc. and Rose
Jacobson, Cross Cultural Director of the Toronto Theatre Alliance
(TTA), marked a watershed in Canadian professional theatre. Alex
Bulmer is an accomplished playwright, performer, singer, film-maker,
producer and Artistic Director of S.N.I.F.F Inc. the only professional
producing company in Toronto dedicated to the exploration of
disability experience through theatre. She is also blind.

The Picasso Project encompassed four basic areas of activity –
Research and Development; Training; Access; and Video
documentation. All programming was intended to broaden the scope
of possibility and choice for disabled artists engaged in the arts,
particularly live performance.

As Cross Cultural Director of the TTA, 1991-2004, Rose Jacobson
developed an extensive series of innovative programs in the area of
disability-arts and has become a leading advocate for access and
opportunity in the professional community. She continues to represent
disability-arts as a freelance consultant and programmer.
Under the supportive umbrella of the TTA, Alex Bulmer and Rose
Jacobson enjoyed a collaborative relationship that began with the DIS
THIS! Artists Circle in 1993 and eventually led to the Picasso Project. A
chronology of key events during that time appears as an appendix to
this report under the rubric of DIS THIS!,1992-2002.

The Picasso Project

This report is divided into two sections: Research and Training.
Access issues are included, both as theory and practice, in each
section. There are also three commissioned reports from the field:
Mark Brose writes about mobility barriers from the perspective of a
disabled performer and audience member. Claire Saddleton gives
a succinct overview of her profession of Access Worker in the United
Kingdom. Wanda Fitzgerald writes an Opinion Piece about disabilityarts initiatives she partook of at Concordia University in Montreal. The
Appendices include all documented activities and materials that do
not fall squarely under Research, Training or Commissions.
Of primary importance are the Terms of References, Conclusions
and Recommendations which appear before the Appendices. They
are the measured results of two-years of exploration and findings.
We hope they will inform and instruct. This report and its companion
documentary video will serve as the basis for ongoing advocacy, policy
and programming by all those who have contributed to their creation.
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ALEX: RESEARCH TRIP TO ENGLAND, NOVEMBER
NOVEMBER 2002
The Picasso Project selected London England as one of it’s target cities
for research within disability arts. The city has been known to be a
leading force in both disability rights and arts development. With the
implementation of the D.D.A. (Disability Discrimination Act) in 1995,
the movement to develop inclusion of disabled people within the arts
escalated. The philosophy is now very clear: inclusive and accessible
practice is a mandatory responsibility of any publicly funded institution.
In November 2002 Alex conducted a two-week formal research
process in England. She also led an acting workshop for the blind
hosted by In-Tandem Theatre Company and attended a disability-arts
conference. Research in Liverpool, Manchester and London included
interviews and meetings with key people at Graeae Theatre, Shape
Arts, LIPA, the Theatre and Access departments of the London Arts
Board, the London Disability Arts Forum ( LDAF), the Croatian theatre
for the blind – New Life Theatre - who were touring in Manchester
and Jackson Lane’s Shifting Aesthetics Conference. She met individual
artists, including Matt Fraser, Tim Goebbles and Corena Jones and
the comedy troupe the Nasty Girls – Liz Carr, Natalie Markham and
Anne Cunningham. The trip was an immersion into the practices and
lifestyle of the disability-arts community today and an opportunity to
compare it with her experiences a decade earlier and in Toronto at
present.

The Picasso Project
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THE LONDON ARTS BOARD
The London Arts Board is categorized as a regional arts board funded
by the national art funding body of the U.K. government. It serves a
variety of arts practice including theatre, visual arts, music, literary arts
and dance.
At the turn of the century the Labour government
took action in order to forward their agenda
regarding social inclusion within the cultural
industries. At this time a post was created at
the London Arts Board entitled Disability
Arts Development Officer. This position,
originally part time, has since grown into
a full time post with a specific agenda
separate from the cultural diversity
office.
So what motivated the London
Arts Board to take such inclusive
action? According to Theatre Officer
Jo Hemment, the organization created
an equal opportunities steering group
to address issues of equality and dignity
within the workplace. The steering identified
that the organization’s workforce was not
representative of the population with regards to
disability. Consequently, the Arts Board established
“Positive Action Training” which would give disabled people
the opportunity to train and be qualified to compete for jobs at all
levels within the organization.
The Picasso Project

The Training program was highly successful and the Arts Board was
able to fill four top level posts with a qualified disabled person. One
of those posts, the Disability Arts Officer, was filled by Sean Williams.
Her mandate now is to administer and execute a Disability Action
Plan which will bring more disabled people into the
arts and affect change at the organizational level
across London. One of the priorities within the
Action Plan is to increase access within the
organizations funded by the London Arts
Board. Essentially all funded organizations
will have to develop their own Disability
Action Plans in order to remain eligible
for Arts Board funding.
The Disability Action Plan also includes
Disability Equality Training which
trains staff within arts organizations to
be more inclusive with their practices
and attitudes. This training has already
been done within the corporation of
the London Arts Board which prepares
staff to consider access issues within all
departments.
Ms. Williams understands that defining disability is
often a concern when setting up programs to meet the
needs of disabled artists. However she remains committed
to the social model of disability, believing that disability emanates from
discrimination rather than impairment, as long as our environment
remains inaccessible.
8

GRAEAE THEATRE
Organizational Culture
Graeae is Britain’s foremost theatre company of people with physical
and sensory disabilities. Founded in 1980 by Nabil Shaban and
Richard Tomlinson, Graeae has built a reputation for producing high
quality work and is now a respected theatrical voice with audiences,
theatre workers, critics, the art establishment and the disabled
community. Funded by the Arts Council of England, London Arts and
the Association of London Government, Graeae tours nationally twice
a year and sometimes internationally with productions of both classical
and newly commissioned theatre.
Graeae’s aim is to redress the exclusion of people with physical
and sensory impairments from performance and is concerned with
genuinely pioneering theatre in both aesthetic and content. Their work
includes a commitment to training, young peoples’ theatre, outreach
and education. The Board of Management, staff, directors, actors and
writers are drawn mainly from a large, often unrecognized constituency
of arts practitioners with physical disabilities and sensory impairments.
Artistic Policy
Graeae’s mission is to create opportunities for theatre practitioners
with physical and/or sensory disabilities by :
•
Creating professional theatre which profiles the skills, vision,
and excellence of disabled actors, writers, designers, musicians and
production staff
•
Accessing the needs of disabled people, especially those who
aspire to professional careers in the theatre, through education,
training and employment

The Picasso Project

The company provides performance opportunities to actors who have
physical or sensory disabilities and presents a diverse program of
existing and new plays with an innovative and accessible approach.
Graeae commissions plays by disabled people and encourages new
writing through training courses and mentoring schemes. The company
tours nationally and internationally to disabled and non-disabled
audiences.
New writing has always been central to Graeae’s work. Artistic
Director Jenny Sealey says ”new writing , as we know, is the lifeblood of dynamic theatre and is often the research and development
laboratory for the film and television industry. Consequently it is even
more important for Graeae to nurture new work in a field fraught with
the politics of representation ”. Graeae has published two anthologies
of new theatrical writing which has emerged. Each new play has been
developed through intensive alliances between writers, directors, actors
and Deaf and blind advisors so that access has become integral to the
dramaturgical process. Says Sealey: ”maybe one day all plays will be
made this way.”
Notes From A Conversation with Artistic Director
Jenny Sealey
Jenny Sealey is the current artistic director of Graeae Theatre which
was founded by a disabled actor who did not feel that the performing
arts were inclusive of disabled artists. Now, eighteen years later,
the company has developed into one of the leading disability arts
organizations in the U.K with full funding from the arts council to
operate as a professional producing company.
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Graeae has a demanding mandate. The artistic work of the company
must be accessible to the audience and to the performers. But more
interesting is the fact that access is a built-in element of the creative
process. In her description of her work director Jenny Sealey refers to
access as an integral part of the theatricality of the work as opposed
to something that is simply “slapped on” at the end.
And thus we come to an understanding of what it means to create
accessible theatre. This is a concept which far surpasses the notion of
having good ramps at the door or a sign language interpreter every
Tuesday. In the case of Graeae productions, access is like a second
writer, whose script develops as the access solutions emerge. And
the solutions are not always the same for each performance. For
example, during a production of Peeling (a modern version of the
Trojan Women) the set included a large screen with video images and
graphically designed text which reinforced the spoken language from
the actors. There was no need for a sign language interpreter as the
script was made accessible on screen – in an artistic way. The script
itself included descriptions of movement and facial expressions.

vision impaired or blind people.
The use of sign language interpreters on stage, as part of the action,
is also being explored. Thus making the access part of the theatrical
experience. Sealey is aware that the practice of art and access is
demanding. But her view is that this is a global issue. And that the
audience will not be prevented from a rich experience when access is
included. Quite the opposite in fact. Part of the challenge is getting
the balance right, so that the art and the access work in harmony with
each other.

This not only allowed the actors to play a little with characterizing these
lines, but it also made the visual elements of the production accessible
for blind audience members.
In other cases, access may be more traditional. The employment
of audio visual description is a more common way to make a play
accessible for blind audience members. This practice employs the
use of technical devices which transfer a live description of the play’s
visual element to a headset worn by an audience member. The
practice allows for a live and full experience of the production for
The Picasso Project
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THE LONDON DISABILITY ARTS FORUM (LDAF)
The London Disability Arts Forum has been in existence since 1983.
It is one of several disability arts forums in England including North
West Disability Arts , South East Disability Arts Forum and the National
Disability Arts Forum. Its mandate according to Artistic Director Julie
McNamara is very clear:

“To create artistic
opportunity for disabled
artists across all art
forms and to highlight
disability as a culture”
The history of the Forum traces back to 1983 when four disability
rights activists and artists started what was then an association
for disabled artists. Their objective was to “push a wedge into the
mainstream” so that disabled people could participate in the cultural
landscape of the country. The association advocated on behalf of
artists in a multitude of media: performing arts, visual arts, literary
arts, music, tactile arts, committing to the removal of barriers related to
physical or sensory impairment.
The pushing of the “wedge” into the cultural industry was part of a
larger disability rights movement within the U.K. which proposed the
reinterpretation of disability from an issue within a medical context
to an issue of social responsibility. In other words, disability was not
a medical condition but instead, the consequence of social barriers
which disable a person from the opportunity to participate equally in
The Picasso Project

life. Disability gradually became a higher social priority.
In 1991, the association earned official charity status. This allowed
them to raise funding from both public and private sources. At that
time the London Arts Board provided the Forum with funding for
a twelve month period, thus expanding services to include such
things as cabarets, musical showcases, arts development workshops.
Throughout the nineties the rights movement gained more power
which led to the proclamation of the Disability Discrimination Act.
The legislative advancement only helped to support the efforts of the
disability arts movement. The association now titled an Arts Forum,
grew to include the publication of a disability arts magazine, a
disability film festival, career counseling, and an annual art exhibition
and gallery.
In 2001 LDAF took its next leap forward, from an unincorporated
charity into a legally recognized corporation with a limited guarantor.
This heightened the financial responsibilities within the corporation but
gave LDAF the ability to expand even further.
And the boundaries continued to expand. The Forum began
publishing a quarterly arts magazine entitled DAIL (Disability Arts In
London). Since the first London Disability Film Festival in 1997 it has
since grown into a four day annual event on the south bank of the
Thames.
Now in it’s twenty second year, LDAF continues to offer the full range
of services. They continue to publish DIAL and remain committed to
serving artists who are physically disabled, are learning impaired,
have sensory disabilities or are mental health survivors and support
11

the inclusion of disabled artists within all forms of artistic expression.

really, just in four sentences there.

Notes From A Conversation with Artistic Director
Julie Mcnamara
Artistic Director Julie McNamara is adamant
that the Forum push the boundaries of inclusive
practice within the disability movement. She
remains committed to the inclusion of all
disabilities – learning, mental health, physical and
sensory – as part of LDAF’s focus.

“I’m now called the Artistic Director, I used to be called the
Coordinator, but it’s all a slip of the pen. It’s not like there’s a great
change in salary, I was knighted overnight or
anything. But over the four years, we’ve changed
it dramatically in terms of what happens with the
board, how we operate as an organization and
what we’re offering to disabled artists.

“What we have tried very hard to do is build on the
successes and not try to be all things to all people.
So we have a pitch of four main events each
year. Instead of in the old days where they had
a Workout Cabaret every month, what happened
was they were churning out the same old stuff.
You’d see the same faces every month. The whole
reason LDAF was established to put a thin edge of
the wedge in the mainstream and try and create artistic opportunity for
disabled artists across all art forms and to highlight disability arts as a
culture.
“Now the success of LDAF has had a huge impact on the changing
practices inside London Arts. LDAF nowadays, sixteen years down the
line, is a much more professional organization. We know we have to
pay the bills. We know we have to have a constitution. We know we
have to manage our board and develop our board. And nowadays we
also know that we have to budget carefully and manage the budget
when we get the money in. Now that’s been sixteen years of progress,
The Picasso Project

‘For example, I’m not setting anyone up to fail. I’m
a perfectionist. So I won’t put on an event if I think
it’s got any danger of collapse, or we haven’t got
somebody solid there that we’re promoting. I’m not
into putting somebody onstage, or putting them
in a visual arts exhibition or even entering their
film if their work is shite but they just happen to be
disabled. I’m not even prepared to put them there
if they’re halfway shite and they’ve got potential. If
they’re halfway shite and they’ve got potential, I’ll fast track them to
an apprenticeship, which is what we would rather do now, then set
someone up to fail and say, hey come and see this.
“ I’m not part of the happy clappy brigade saying, ‘Look at these poor
disabled people. And we’re a charity. And isn’t it marvelous what we
can do. When they let us out at the hospital, this is what we can do!’
Do you know what I mean? I feel like there’s been a culture of that
over the years and I’m not prepared to collude with it. “
Artwork Credit: After Frida Kahlo by Hannah Emmons
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LIVERPOOL INSTITUTE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
In the north west of England sits the Liverpool Institute for the
Performing Arts. LIPA for short. The school boasts to be the dream
child of Paul McCartney. It also can boast to be the first higher level
educational institute to offer a full course in performance for disabled
people. Lead instructor of the course, Mandy Redford Rowe, outlined
a brief history behind it.
“There needed to be a place to really challenge people who are
disabled...too often it’s just ‘oh don’t ask too much of them, it’s not
polite’ or something.”

working with artists from the disabled community, is their lack of
resistance or fear when entering a creative exercise. Not surprising
when one considers that living within a society that consistently poses
barriers can make a person consistently creative in having to negotiate
around them. Also, from a teaching point of view, I find that the
essence and objective of any exercise becomes increasingly clear when
working within the philosophy of access to all. This is due to the fact
that each student may need to adapt their method of executing an
exercise. But when its purpose is clearly defined, this process is
profoundly satisfying.

Mandy speaks from experience. She has worked as a professional
actor within the industry for many years. She is blind and understands
the restrictive cycle of being patronized and limited from personal
growth. This course sets out to change that and offer disabled
people challenging , high level training, that is both accessible and
professional. The course is designed to give people practical and
academic development which will prepare graduates to enter
mainstream drama schools or university.
One of the key elements of access to this program is it’s audition
process. Students may not be able to travel the distance to attend an
audition. They are permitted to apply through video or express their
theatrical aptitude through a written review of a play. All course
material is available in multiple format, including Braille and large
print. The institute is completely barrier free to those who use a
wheelchair.
In addition to discussions with Mandy , I had the opportunity to lead a
class on voice and improvisation. What I find most enlightening about
The Picasso Project
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SHAPE ARTS
Shape Arts is the largest disability and arts organization in London.
Founded in 1977 its mandate is to enable disabled people to
participate fully in the arts. This includes all forms of artistic practice
from theatre to photography. Shape also works to support elderly
people with projects that enable them to participate as practitioners or
support them in attending an arts event affordably and safely.
Shape offers an amalgam of programs, services and resources in
equal parts, with a central office in London and four satellite offices
in Islington, Wandsworth, Fulham and Hammersmith which connect
disabled members to local events. Activities fall into the categories of
training and education, community, Deaf arts, advice and guidance,
and a ticket scheme which brokers heavily discounted group and
single tickets for people to attend select theatre shows in accessible
venues in London and environs. Staff and trainers for all programs
are a mix of disabled, Deaf and non-disabled specialists. The Deaf
Arts program begun in 1992 saw John Wilson become the first fulltime Deaf Arts Officer in the organization.

counseling with a roster of experienced arts practitioners who are
available at scheduled intervals for meetings by appointment.
Community work encompasses partnerships with schools, arts venues,
theatres, museums and galleries. In the schools, skilled tutors work
with teachers to design programs accessible to disabled kids and
youth.
Some of the recent projects operating across London include Charing
Cross Tales, poetry inspired by elderly people living in medical care
facilities; the Citizenship Project, a theatre in education workshop;
and Young Producers, a music production project for young disabled
singers / musicians. Art Signs is an interesting training course in art
gallery and museum guiding and lectures for Deaf BSL users in
collaboration with the Tate Modern, held at the Tate.

Training programs include creative development programs and
workshops, continuing professional development through the Creative
People program, showcases, employment opportunities, information
on current art and cultural practices and STAN, a regular networking
forum.
Disability Equality Training and Deaf Equality Training are offered by
skilled Deaf and disabled specialists to organizations seeking change
from within. Training packages are tailor-made in consultation with
each organization and course materials and evaluation tools are
included. The Advice and Guidance Program offers one-on-one
The Picasso Project
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XPOSURE DISABILITY ARTS FESTIVAL 1 - 30 NOV. 2002
Xposure was the largest festival of work by artists with disabilities the
UK had ever seen and featured theatre, dance, circus and cabaret,
visual arts, conferences and workshops in five venues and two
accessible galleries for an entire month. Funders included London
Arts, the Association of London Government, Haringey Council, Lloyds
TSB Foundations among others, and the venue sponsorship of
Jackson’s Lane, Sadler’s Wells, Byam Shaw School of Art, Oval House
Theatre, East London Dance @ Stratford Circus, Croydon Clocktower
and Lauderdale House & Community Arts Centre.
Workshops and debate expanded on some of the issues tackled
creatively on stage and provided a chance for people to get involved
in all sorts of ways. In addition to rich and diverse programming and
world premieres of commissioned works there were four day-long
conferences: ‘Working in an Arts Venue’, a career insights day;
‘Race and Disability’, which spoke to issues of discrimination
and representation; ‘Changing Faces’, which dealt with Facial
Disfigurement in education and employment and ‘Shifting Aesthetics’,
attended by Alex and described below.
Shifting Aesthetics Conference
The Shifting Aesthetics conference was put together with the support of
London Metropolitan University. At London Met there is a strong
interest in disability in performance and diversity in the arts. The
University offers a one year foundation program called Missing Piece
for disabled people seeking professional training as actors. The
program is coordinated with Graeae Theatre Company.
The Shifting Aesthetics conference was a full day introduction to some
of the issues currently influencing disability arts. It was geared more
The Picasso Project

toward educators and practitioners who may not have had much
experience working in the field. Clearly theirs was a genuine interest
in the area and a recognition that disability arts is in itself a respected
form of artistic expression.
Sessions covered a range of issues, from “Challenging the mainstream
aesthetic and integrated casting”; “Writernet: developing the work
of disabled writers” and “Developing access to performing arts
training for people with learning disabilities in higher education”
to; “Perspectives from the USA” and “The Disability Discrimination
Act: meeting the challenge of new legislation in further and higher
education”. There was also an entire set of presentation workshops
showing on-site examples of collaborative working processes. Fifty
delegates and fifty contributors shared in this summit of ideas and
practices which are front and central to current disability-arts.
A Conversation With
Corena Jones and Tim Goebbles
Corena and Tim are professional actors who trained through the
Missing Piece program and work as professional television and stage
actors. They both acknowledge that there is still little understanding
within the mainstream of vision impairment or working creatively with
a person who is blind. Both felt that there is still a need for research in
professional practice and audience development; the former to identify
the needs of vision impaired performers and the latter to develop
ways of making theatre more accessible for blind and vision impaired
audiences (audio description techniques, model box tours, touch tours)
Audio description is currently offered by a professional organization
called VocalEyes, who include in their service the opportunity for
blind and vision impaired audience members to receive a pre-show
15

description tape and/or a touch tour of the set.
When asked what kinds of theatre projects Corena and Tim most
yearned to do they both responded immediately with a strong desire to
perform in a full length production that includes proper rehearsal and
production values, public attention and possibly an extended tour. For
the most part till now they have been involved in research projects or
experimental workshops. Corena spoke of her excitement at the idea
of doing a classic like Macbeth and how roles could be reinterpreted
blind performers.

Added Tim: “It’s internalized repression, isn’t it? We believe what
everybody else believes. Of course we do, we’re brought up like that...
It’s important that you [Alex]) do it [direct]. Just because I’m blind
doesn’t mean I could direct something, because I don’t have directing
skills. It’s not because you’re blind that you are really good, it’s
because you have the experience and the knowledge to direct.”

Both feel that inter-disability casting is trickier. Tim admitted that ...
”being completely selfish about it...there haven’t yet been enough
arenas solely for blind performers to get up to speed. We need to
catch up a bit...do something in our own space.” Corena felt that
ideally a cast of... “half and half, sighted and by blind performers
would be great. ”
Both actors also enjoyed the opportunity to take a workshop directed
by Alex who is herself blind. As Corena told Alex: “... people will
come in with a lot of ideas, they’ll think a blind person can’t do this,
a Deaf person can’t direct, and even me who’s visually impaired, I
was thinking ‘oh yeah, she might be good but she’ll be something
less than someone sighted’. But I’ve seen you direct us and you were
just such an inspiration. Because the fact that you were blind didn’t
detract, it added. It was director quality and a lot more because you’re
very intuitive. I think there will be a lot of detractors but you’ll prove
them totally wrong.”

The Picasso Project
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EXTANT: ARTCULTURALEVOLUTION AND NEW LIFE
THEATRE COMPANY
In October 2001 the 2nd International Blind in Theatre (BIT) Festival
was hosted and organized in Zagreb, Croatia by New Life Theatre
Company, a little-known, visually-impaired company that has been
in existence in Zagreb for over fifty years. Extant was one of the nine
companies of visually impaired people from different countries that
attended the festival and celebrated in the unique cultural exchange
shared by blind and partially sighted international theatre practitioners.
In response to the complete lack of professional theatre for and by
blind people in England, Directors Damien O’Connor and Maria
Oshodi formed Extant. Part of their work has been to evolve an
appropriate, creative way of working in theatre for blind people and
their current research has taken them into developing accessibility in
performance, in dramatic writing and for their audiences. But it was in
Zagreb, they experienced the closest and most exciting manifestation
yet of what they have been working towards, most specifically in New
Life Theatre’s phenomenal production of Zeros and Nils.

natural connection between work and gesture and this in turn brings
vividness and security into our everyday life. Revival through theatre!”
Zero and Nils is a performance created from Danil Harms’ collection
of short stories from the Stalinist era that hovers between light folk
humour, the absurd, irony, stark reality and human naivete. Harms
challenges prejudice in many ways, finding the common human
denominator in everyone. New Life chose to create a cabaret-style play
where every actor would get his own scene and the possibility to take
full responsibility for that scene.
Extant was inspired and felt it imperative to platform work like this
Britain and created British BIT to serve this purpose. In bringing Nil and
Zero to Britain they hoped to reciprocate the warmth and hospitality
they received in Zagreb. More importantly they wanted to bring
diverse British audiences together and offer an example of the quality
and strength of visually impaired practitioners working successfully in
theatre; examples profoundly lacking in Britain at the moment.

Notes From New Life Theatre
“There is no obstacle for blind performers to express themselves
verbally – the blind and visually impaired are usually focused on the
word. However, New Life constantly tends towards gesture as we have
managed to gather a group of people without prejudices who are
unconventional and ready to explore new things. All blind people
engaged in our theatre are totally independent and move easily
without any difficulty whatsoever and are very successful in skills
needed in their households, jobs, etc. The unpredictable Danil Harms
(playwright, Zeros and Nils) directly stimulates a stage movement
which is close to our skills and impresses our physical imagination to
develop in many directions. In performing Harms we have found a
The Picasso Project
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TURTLE KEY ARTS
Extant partnered with Turtle Key Arts, an arts production company that
combines production and technical skills with experienced education
and training work. They work with artists, dancers, theatre companies,
venues and disability arts organizations and the educational sector.
Turtle Key aims to ensure that all of their projects include access as a
central commitment. Among their disability-related projects thus far
were the co-production of the Turtle Opera for autistic children at the
Royal Opera House as well as ‘Visualise’, a video project for young
Deaf people at the Serpentine Gallery. They continue to run their
young disabled people’s apprenticeship program, now in its sixth year.

Photo Credit: Turtle Key Arts and AMICI Dance Theatre Company
The Picasso Project
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ROSE: RESEARCH TRIP TO VANCOUVER, DECEMBER 2003
Vancouver has the most active disability-arts scene in Canada
including the Society for Disability Arts and Culture - an arts
organization dedicated solely to the presentation and dissemination
of disability-related arts: theatre, dance, visual art, installations, choir,
mixed media, etc.
Established in 1998 the Society for Disability Arts and Culture (S4DAC)
was originally created to produce an international arts festival which
has come to be known as kickstART, initially launched in Vancouver
in August 2001. Since then a constellation of exhibitions, related
resources and year-round activities have been developed and
produced by S4DAC although KickstART remains the centrifugal force.
While S4DAC provides opportunities to disabled artists it is not a
service organization and remains resolute in its focus on cutting edge,
art-driven public presentation.
The Picasso Project wanted to learn how a distinctly Canadian
disability-arts organization works and survives within the Canadian
cultural climate and funding system. Both Vancouver and Victoria
are disability-friendly and the arts councils there are cognizant if not
always capable of meeting disability-arts needs. Vancouver as a city
treats disability with an ease and respect not seen elsewhere. From the
ubiquitous Vancouver Taxi company, a 24 hour service available to the
disabled city dweller, to the number of truly accessible restaurants,
and the relaxed, capable attitude of servers and retailers, Vancouver
had something to teach us. If it can happen in Vancouver, it can
happen here. I embarked on a journey that explored not only formal
organizational solutions, but a look at the attitudes and
environment in which they exist.
The Picasso Project
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SOCIETY FOR DISABILITY ARTS AND CULTURE (S4DAC)
Organizational Culture
Founded by filmmaker, academic and activist Bonnie Klein together
with activist/artists Catherine Frazee and Geoff McMurchy, S4DAC
was provincially registered and incorporated as a Society in 1998. Its
purpose is to encourage the integration of people with disabilities into
the creative, artistic and social life of Canadian communities by
presenting festivals celebrating disability arts and culture; organizing
information sessions workshops, classes, performances and exhibits for
and by Canadian artists with disabilities; and fostering
communications and a vibrant creative practice among Canadian
artists with and without disabilities.
S4DAC defines itself as a not-for-profit producing and presenting
“society”, rather than an arts service or training organization. They are
adamant about focusing on the creation, production and
dissemination of art. S4DAC bills itself as a membership organization
but has not made a concerted effort to attract large numbers of
paying members. S4DAC does not currently charge admission to
shows or any user fees other than small membership categories.
Many disabled artists and audience members are on limited or fixed
incomes.
Outreach is informal and occurs largely through personal contacts.
The current board offers a variety of professional resources and
contacts as well as strong artistic support. The S4DAC mandate aspires
to have committees and programs at least 50% representative of
persons with disability. There are no “quotas” or hard and fast rules
about this.
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The annual budget fluctuates between $100,000+ and $330,000+
during a Festival year. A general growth over five years has not been
matched by a growth in revenues or increased financial security. The
bulk of funding is still project-based, framed mostly within one-time
initiatives. Operating status has been suspended by the usual
difficulties in defining ‘professional’ in the realm of disability-arts.
At the time of inception, Geoff McMurchy was S4DAC’s sole staff, first
Executive Director, and then Artistic Director with the development of
the KickstART Festival. Additional staff are part time or seasonal. A
pool of eight to-twelve core volunteers and over one hundred is
activated during the Festival.
In 2002 a General Manager was hired; she also executive produced
the Festival in 2004. In 2001 there was a producer as well, who
specialized in contracts, tax issues and immigration matters for visiting
artists. The 2004 Festival had a reduced staff due to funding
limitations. A part-time administrator was hired and a co-op intern
assisted.
S4DAC has survived in donated spaces while staff and volunteers
worked out of their homes until 1999. Sam Sullivan, City Councilor
and Director of the Vancouver Adaptive Music Society, negotiated a
free space at the Plaza of Nations for the organization. In 2000 Geoff
found the current S4DAC location at 1380 Napier, which they sublet
from the resident Sign Painting company, TACA, on a month by month
basis.
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The Roundhouse Theatre, KickstART’s home site, is fully accessible as
is the Play House on Granville Island where VAMS and others meet
and perform; also the Plaza of Nations, the Pendulum Gallery, and
other city locations. Many theatres are old and have not been refit.
Hospitals spaces, rehab centres like the G.F. Strong provide accessible
but unsatisfactory environments for art practice, as they have a
medical feel and some restrictions to them.
The access infrastructure of the city is fairly advanced i.e.
transportation, recreational venues, pathways, streets, hotels and
restaurants and attitudes. There is still a distinct lack of meeting space
or a year-round green room/ community space where disabled artists
can meet socially on an ongoing basis.
Programming
S4DAC was formed to produce the festival, closely modeled on
Australia’s High Beam Festival which Geoff attended in 1999. There is
little emphasis on professional versus community art. There is a strong
commitment to artistic excellence and innovation.
Bonnie Klein and Geoff McMurchy have always been committed to
mixed disciplines that include film, video, theatre, dance, choirs, music
and comedy. KickstART 2004 for example, incorporated artforms like
spoken word and performance art plus doll and mask-making,
because the programmers identified and met artists practicing in these
forms.
The philosophy and approach is welcoming to as broad a mix of
disabilities as can be accommodated. Recently there have been more
inroads into the psychiatric community. The Deaf artist community
The Picasso Project

needs to be more completely engaged.
The Society connects with the international network of disability arts
groups and festivals, most notably in Australia, England, New Zealand
and the United States. A distinct circuit has developed that operates
much like the Fringe Festival circuit, with annual calendar events and
festivals attended by some artists who travel to them all; others
artists can only afford to attend or present at their local events.
Funding shortfalls have meant the cancellation of some scheduled
events on the circuit.
While most of the artists involved in S4DAC are adults age 20 – 60,
there are no restrictions on youth or seniors participation; people from
those brackets participate on an ad hoc basis . Conversely there have
been no programs developed specifically for those age groups.
Expertise
Most of the specialists e.g. choir masters and curators of visual arts
shows, have been non-disabled to date; also workshop leaders at
KickstART. That is changing. Approximately 90% of the presenting
artists are disabled. The preponderance of non-disabled expertise in
the training and curatorial areas, remains a conundrum for funders.
They continue to ask: “Is S4DAC a community or professionally-driven
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organization?” The heavily weighted non-disabled expertise tends to
qualify the Society as a community arts initiative (see Vancouver Arts
Foundation’s Eligibility Criteria below).
The perceived lack of ‘professional expertise’ among disabled artists
arises rom the lack of professional training and consequently,
professional credentials which disabled artists may claim in Canada.
Abundant expertise exists and continues to grow among disabled
artists who acquire professional and skills development through
workshops, mentorships, exchanges and collaborations with each
other and non-disabled colleagues in the field. Distinct, innovative
methodologies and artforms are developing through these adaptive
training and exchange experiences, formally and informally.
Notes From A Conversation With Artistic Director
Geoff McMurchy
There is no division between work, art and life for Geoff McMurchy.
His struggles are not unlike our own in Toronto with one important
exception – the Society for Disability Arts and Culture is a formal
company with a growing history and a constituted corporation
through which all activities, funding, including shortfalls, are
channeled. It exists as an organized entity which can build.
Geoff is an artist himself, with varied interests and many talents. While
on his way to study printmaking at the Nova Scotia College of Art in
1977 he dove into a lake and broke his neck. After rehab, he was
swept up in the disability advocacy movement, expressing his creativity
by helping to design and implement innovative events and programs
for the BC Coalition of People with Disabilities for 18 years and by
doing freelance graphic work. He decided to merge the two major
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interests in his life – art and advocacy - through formation of the
Society for Disability Arts and Culture.
Geoff works to keep the artistic programming and structure for
KickstART simple, fiscally sound and artistically tight, while allowing
it to be porous and responsive. The office is small and pleasant with
space, the basic equipment and infrastructure to do the work. PR
materials are excellent, they maintain good files and records, excellent
online communications, great posters, designs and always, an artistic
edge. Geoff is resolute - he wants to run an art lab, not a service
organization. S4DAC falls most clearly into the category of Festival
producer/arts programmer. Geoff lends everything his signature style
- hip, cutting edge, sophisticated and riveting.
S4DAC funding is entirely project–based with the largest a multiyear (three years) approximately $90K grant from the Vancouver
Foundation through the Health and Social Development Program
billed as an Arts and Community Development Initiative. The
Foundation does not fund Festivals or productions per se nor can it
give Core Funding.
S4DAC,as usual, falls through the cracks, with no comparable
organization to measure against. It does not qualify for straight Arts
or Professional Arts funding and can only go so far with the small
pockets of cash they get for projects or stabilization work which is
received from a wide field of foundations, the City of Vancouver and
the arts councils. There are no current prospects for core funding for
operations, ongoing salaries, overhead, administration or capital
needs ( rent; long- lease etc.) At the end of their 3-year Foundation
grant they have serious decisions to make.
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THE VANCOUVER FOUNDATION
Introduction
The Vancouver Foundation is a registered, charitable not-for-profit
organization. Valerie Hunter is the Program Officer and Director of
Programs at the Vancouver Foundation She is generous, urbane,
aware of and sympathetic to the aspirations and needs of the disability
arts community and an active member of the national grants-making
community.
Valerie’s first exposure to disability-arts
performance was CandoCo dance. Her first encounter with S4DAC
was an approach by co-founder Bonnie Klein, who invited Valerie
and another officer to a general meeting on Disability Arts issues.
Shortly after, S4DAC asked for start-up funding, which the foundation
does not provide. Nor does S4DAC qualify for the professional arts
awards programs. The foundation found a rationale to support S4DAC
through Health and Social Services as an Arts and Community Project.
The Vancouver Foundation has been a big advocate and supporter of
S4DAC to date. But their mandate limits their support. Valerie is
concerned about the stability of future funding prospects.
Program Streams
The Vancouver Foundation funds two main program streams through
different endowment funds: the Advanced Arts Awards Program
offers training in Music, Theatre and Dance and the Visual Arts
Development Awards offers mentorships to emerging artists, training
and professional development. Individuals are not funded directly but
through re-grants to mentoring organizations who select their project
recipients.
The Picasso Project

Funding Officers are generalists and cross-disciplinary. They receive
diverse proposals into the main program pools and respond to each
application on its artistic merits and project feasibility. Professional
artists jury the advance awards and qualified volunteers sit on the other
juries.
S4DAC Funding History With the Vancouver Foundation
S4DAC received its first foundation grant through the charitable
trusteeship of the BC Coalition for Disability Awareness (Geoff’s
former employer) who supplied their Charitable Tax Number. S4DAC
has since secured their own tax number. At time of writing, funding
includes a three-year Arts and Community grant which has supported
the Choir, the Dance Workshops, Training and the Visual Arts Exhibits.
The Choir is in jeopardy as the S4DAC will not have the funds to
sustain the Choir Master’s fee or year-round activities, rehearsals and
shows after the grant ends. A $5000 stabilization grant from the Arts
POD Program (in-process) as well as a project grant for the BORG
AGAIN Performance Project, in winter 2004. Beyond this, the only
remaining sources appear to be potential project grants from time to
time.
Q & A With Valerie Hunter
Q: Why doesn’t S4DAC qualify for Core Funding at any of the
Councils?
A: Funded organizations which have a ‘community’ element generally
propose either a project driven by professional artists working partially
with a community group, or projects driven by a community group
which engages a professional artist(s). S4DAC doesn’t precisely qualify
as either. Which strikes at the root question for disabled artists: What
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is the definition of a Professional Artist? Is professional equated with
‘able-bodied’?
Q: Should funders take into account the particular realities, training
opportunities, resources and access to professional development for
the disabled artist? Should funders create commensurate qualifications
for disabled artists?
A: I have no direct answer ...but obviously the whole issue of
disability-arts and artists with disability needs to be put on the table
with the funders. At present it is not on the table.
Q: How can a disability-arts organization access the Foundation’s
capital grants to secure and maintain a barrier-free space, if they can’t
get status as a core funding client, period?
A: No answer to that. But it still looks like getting core “status” under
a social services or health or community related program is the best
bet. The BC Arts Council is pretty typical in its arts funding categories,
for example, and they will have less money next year and the operating
pool is small. I think they have some kind of Community Living
support program that might be accessed. Using ‘The Impact of Arts
on Health and Well-Being’ Report is a current trend which can be
leveraged. (see: BC Arts Council study and report, 2002). The City of
Vancouver is also very supportive of Diversity and Festival Initiatives.

A: It’s always easier when the agencies themselves are talking and
collaborating to make a joint appeal. Here in BC we’ve been a part
of tri-level inter-agency collaboration for 27 years! The initial invitation
came from Nina Baird, then Chair of the BC Arts Council. We have
quarterly meetings in rotating locations that currently include the
Canada Council, DCH, BC Arts Council, City of Vancouver, City of
Kolowna, Capital Regional District, the Leon and Taya Koerner
Foundation and us, the Vancouver Foundation. Its helped create
programs like Arts POD for us, and generally approach the issues
collaboratively.
Also we’re part of a new endeavor: creation of a Canadian Grant
Makers in the Arts Network (for foundations and philanthropic giving).
There already exists a national network of Community Arts Councils,
a Presenters Network (CAPACOA) and Corporate Sponsorships
Network. Now it’s time for the this funding sector to collaborate and
exchange.
The idea actually came from Central Canada – Sarah Iley at CBAC,
Julia Howell at Trillium, the Bronfmans. We’ve met once and are
meeting next in Winnipeg I think. We’ve talked about artists and others
coming to speak to us, not just funders. This could be a place to put
disability issues on the table.

Q: Who should we, in the disability-arts community, be talking to
nationally to get these issues on the table?? Where should the Picasso
Project be sending this report?
The Picasso Project
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BC ARTS COUNCIL
Introduction
Jeremy Long, Associate Director of the BC Arts Council is a dynamo
and like Valerie, an advocate for inclusion and access, globally as
well as at his agency. He was Theatre Officer for years at the Canada
Council, and is experienced and astute.
The BC Arts Council grew out of the BC Arts Board which was an
Advisory of the BC Ministry of Culture with no independent, effective
policies or arms-length powers. Jeremy is a founder of the new
Council which was jump-started during the Mike Harcourt NDP era
with high hopes for strong financial and other support. In reality it took
a full five years to legislate formally into existence in 1996. At present
the BC Arts Council under Gordon Campbell is the lowest per capita
funder in Canada.
It is much smaller than the Ontario Arts Council and its basic
programs are professional awards in the traditional disciplines and
community arts; distinction between professional and community is
fairly informal and discretionary , sometimes moving a company or
project from one section to the other on an ad hoc basis, according
to the merits and particulars of the proposal. Some of S4DAC
projects, for example those involving Persimmon Blackbridge who is a
recognized visual artist, were moved from community to professional,
at the discretion of the officer and jury.
Notes From A Conversation With
Jeremy Long
The discrepancy between individual awareness and institutional
practice across the board is wide. If only program officers were
enabled to fast-track and implement programs and funding
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formulas based on
these understandings!
The bureaucratic and
evolutionary processes
at the councils and
foundations can be
ponderous; For example,
Jeremy is involved in
writing three exciting
discussion papers which
would help support the Picasso Project’s recommendations. But after
the papers are published where will they go?
The key concepts under discussion are: Participation versus Excellence;
Old versus New; and Diversity Without Compromise. But how does
diversification and change occur without some form of ‘compromise’,
some essential shift? Who decides what is essential? The terms of
reference are subjective and political in and of themselves.
Jeremy insists that you cannot tell clients ‘what to do’ without giving
them some support and money to do it. You must also recognize
the differences in regional and geographic sensibilities and needs
when creating programs. In BC geography, livelihood and seasonal
realities alone affect the relevance of programs in different parts of the
province. Creative Cities deals with the urban commonalties of big
urban centres. Similar considerations must be applied to diversity
which includes disability, core funding, etc.
Jeremy hopes that the Canada Council will develop a more
collaborative relationship with communities and other agencies,
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reiterating Valerie’s view that the informal tri-level approach in BC of
which both their agencies are a part, is a healthy and essential part of
responsive program and policy development; less redundant and
competitive. Core Funding remains the problem for non-traditional
groups and the Council does not fund Capital Projects.
Positive Programs To Support Diversity and Change
When I asked how practices might become more inclusive Jeremy
cited three projects he deems successful. In each case the BC Arts
Council chose to deal with “Now” and not “History”.

A third example is the prime opportunity for funding and disability arts
innovation that lies in the Year 2010 Para Olympics in BC. Jeremy
feels there should be a cultural festival of commensurate size and a
showcase was already held in conjunction with the bid, in February March 2003. “Celebration 2010” was a three-week cornucopia of
400 arts events across BC which showcased the achievements of over
120 groups with significant matching support from other Para Olympic
Bid partners, both public and private.

In the first example, all the community arts councils in BC’s network
were asked to find out the demographics in their “neighbourhoods”.
The Council was met with some hostility and /or incredulity; many
members insisted there simply was no diversity in their communities.
Council continued to ask over eight years, with some funding support
attached, and changed the request to “describe” your demographics
and then “describe” how you serve them. Through persistence and
education, shifts occurred and community councils have begun to
recognize the (hidden) cultural needs within their areas.
In the second example, the BC Arts Council worked with the
approximately 50 Cantonese Opera Companies throughout the
province. Mainstream criteria continues to view Opera and standards
of excellence according to western classical Opera while in BC
the vast tradition of Chinese operatic culture was unsupported.
But because the levels of expertise fluctuate vastly among the 50
companies, they were encouraged to form an umbrella structure to
represent and resource them collectively. The Council is now funding
the umbrella structure.
The Picasso Project
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KICKSTART FESTIVAL 2001 AND 2004
The inaugural KickstART Festival of Disability Arts and Culture, August
14 -19, 2001 took place at the Roundhouse Performance Centre in
Vancouver and engaged 62 performers, presenters and ensemble
groups representing dance, theatre, comedy, choir, music, visual arts,
installation work and storytelling. There were three related offsite shows
at major Vancouver Galleries involving yet another circle of artists
as well as a collaborative evening with the DOXA Disability Film and
Video series on August 20th.
Opening night ceremonies were magnificent
and the Roundhouse enjoyed maximum public
attendance in addition to that of registrants,
artists and presenters. Governor-General
Adrienne Clarkson officiated along with a
host of dignitaries and champions, following
a rousing presentation by the Swamp Angels
Choir and a number of performance excerpts.
David Sereda wrote and performed the
KickstART theme song with the choir; it has
since become an anthem of sorts.
Artists from New Zealand, the USA, Australia, Europe and across
Canada performed. Th entire 2001 Festival Programme can be
accessed through the S4DAC website or offices. The closing plenary
was an inspiring summation to an extraordinarily successful event.
The critical mass assembled therein gave evidence to a disability-arts
momentum unseen before in the history of Canadian arts and culture.
Between 2001 and 2003 communications and exchanges continued
and blossomed among participants nationally and internationally.
It took the S4DAC/KickstART team three years to raise enough funds
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for a second festival. In September 16 - 19th, 2004 a slightly shorter
but no less dynamic festival served up a host of new offerings and
a welcome constellation of returning artists. The Picasso Project was
invited to make a presentation and to screen our documentary video.
I attended the entire festival and presented the Project. Although there
were fewer acts from ‘down under’, England’s anarchic Nasty Girls
headlined two evening programs and were joined by 50 other
presenters, performers and ensembles from Canada, the USA, and
returning composer and artistic director
of the Tutti Ensemble, South Australia, Pat
Rix. 21 visual artists appeared in the 2004
‘Extraordinary Lives’ exhibit and the festival
again made the Roundhouse Performance
Centre its home.
The inaugural Joan Meister Award in honour
of beloved S4DAC President and renowned
advocate, Joan Meister who passed away
in January 2004, was fittingly awarded to
Catherine Frazee. Closing ceremonies topped
everything with a dynamic semi-improvisational program, along with
the award presentation and a stirring conclusion to what is now clearly
one of the most innovative cultural events in Canada. Commitment
to the festival’s continuing success remains strong and plans to hold
KickstART 3 in 2007 are already underway.

Photo credit: Discovery Dance, KickstART 2 Festival, September 17, 2004
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BORG AGAIN: REFRAMING CYBORG CULTURE
It featured eight artists who presented painting, sculpture,
photographs, mixed media and installation works around the
relationships between body, machine, communications and control;
the ‘dis-membering’, ‘re-membering’ and invention of experience and
emotion through technology and art. Works ranged from the whimsical
to the controversial and everything in between.
The opening reception on December 11, 2003 included live
performances with guest MC dis-comedian David Roche and speeches
by curators, staff and public dignitaries. An encore performance by
two of the installation artists took place on January 10. 04 and a
performance and artist/curator talk took place at the associate Gallery
Gachet on January 18th. The exhibition was edgy, artistic and met
every standard of a well-curated and well-produced professional
show. It enjoyed critical recognition, media coverage and sales;
several artists sold their work through the unpaid brokerage of the
S4DAC.
‘BORG AGAIN: ‘reframing cyborg culture’ was a stunning visual arts
exhibit (Dec.11.03 – Jan. 17.04) curated by Persimmon Blackbridge
and Sima Elizabeth Shefrin at the Pendulum Gallery, a prestigious art
space in the atrium of the HSBC Building on Georgia Street in
downtown Vancouver.
The show was presented by S4DAC with assistance from the City of
Vancouver Office of Cultural Affairs, BC Arts Council, Canada Council
for the Arts, the Leon and Thea Koerner Foundation, J.M McConnell
Family Foundation and the Vancouver Foundation.
Artwork credit: Disassembly-Reassembly by Marilyn Cherenko
The Picasso Project
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VANCOUVER ADAPTED MUSIC SOCIETY (VAMS)
VAMS was started in 1988 by Dave Symington and Sam Sullivan who
were musicians before spinal cord injuries resulted in quadriplegia.
After many years spent trying to develop ways to create music they
formed the VAMS band, ‘Spinal Chord’, to raise awareness of the
capabilities of people with severe disabilities.
VAMS itself was formed as a charitable not-for-profit with a
membership base and a mixed field of donated, sponsorship and
public funding support. Outreach began and continues largely
through word of mouth and Sam Sullivan’s relentless and passionate
advocacy and fund-raising efforts. VAMS regularly holds Showcases
and sponsor-appreciation events to maximize exposure and engage
the sponsors themselves in frontline public relations. Sam has since
become a politician and holds office on Vancouver City Council.
In addition to music-driven initiatives he is developing a satirical
television pilot to feature disabled characters together with Buzz
Straw (aka Onezed), a rising star and video installation artist in the
Vancouver dis-arts scene.

loans to community programs such as the Supercussion Program,
False Creek Residencies and Simon Fraser University.
VAMS has been involved in the successful creation of several devices
which make music production possible for people with disabilities.
Over time the core team shifted their focus from manual to
technology-based instruments; much of their research was pioneering.
Sometimes they simply started with the Yellow Pages to find technical
solutions. Years of work have produced such assistive devices as the
glove drumstick holder and a computer program – the Keyboard
Remapper – which reprograms the notes so that someone with no
finger function can create music on a keyboard.

VAMS worked with the G.F. Strong Rehabilitation Centre to open a
recreational music studio in 1992 for the benefit of all people with
disabilities. In 1993, ‘Spinal Chord’ released its first album of original
music.
Music and Assistive Devices
VAMS believes in the powerful therapeutic benefits of music. The
studio is available 24 hours a day to patients at the Centre and by
appointment for people in the community. It is equipped to produce
high quality recording and VMS also has a roster of musicians with
disabilities who are available to perform. They provide equipment
The Picasso Project
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“THE REHEARSAL HALL is an
incubator, a laboratory, a
sanctuary. We are exploring
anything and everything the body
or a particular body can do. We’ll
discover a range of movements that
can express what is both within and
outside our specific experience – surely
the primary goal of every trained
performer. This is an opportunity to focus on
a specific aspect of both disability and
theatre - movement. The workshop is a chance
to get into space and bring our findings back to
the performance arena.”
Rose Jacobson
“Notes on ‘Body Language a workshop exploring
movement expressions for the disabled performer”
TTA Reports, Spring 1999

TRAINING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
The Power of Risk
Training is by definition the ‘arrival at a desired state or standard
through instruction and practice’; a process both concrete and
physical. In the case of the Picasso Project we focused on performing
arts practice but our work also attempted to evaluate and redefine
‘desired standards’ within the context of disability-arts. We wanted to
chart our own journey there and we pursued training modes to
develop the artist’s thought, expression and body on the path to artistic
excellence.
At present, theatre training remains inaccessible to most disabled
artists. Likewise, trained artists who become disabled can experience a
dramatic shift in options to continue professional and skills
development. And instructors who become disabled hover somewhere
between the two – suddenly or gradually cut off from professional
avenues which formerly allowed them to practice.

Outreach:
Outreach was largely investigative and results were never guaranteed.
For each workshop, consultation began with a few familiar contacts,
then broadened through networking and referral. Disabled artists
in Toronto and Canada often work in separate solitudes. Outreach
required lots of lead time; usually six months prior to each session.
Notices for the workshops were sent to Access and Special Needs
Departments at key Ontario universities and colleges plus other
disability-friendly outlets. Consultation helped shape the workshops
into sessions which would speak to current needs and aspirations of
the artists involved.
Each workshop helped us find our way into communities, groups and
lives we had not encountered before. Outreach served a dual purpose,
enabling us to select participants but also opening up new possibilities
for continued collaboration with specific communities and audiences.

The Picasso Project wanted to apply a combination of technique and
experimentation to the living, breathing practice of performance for
and by disabled artists. To see how we might build a set of adapted
approaches and techniques which embrace disability. In our writing lab
we extended the principle to encompass dynamic group writing and
externalize visceral experience through language for the stage.
None of this would have been possible without the tremendous risks
taken by the artists and the instructors. They opened themselves up to
unknown forms, spatial and sensory challenges, uncharted emotional
and physical terrain and non-prescriptive outcomes. They performed
with courage and flair. We thank them enormously for their creativity
which has enabled everyone to learn and grow.
The Picasso Project
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SHAKESPEARE SEEN BY SCENE: PERFORMANCE
AND SCENE STUDY FOR THE BLIND ACTOR
One of the greatest barriers restricting blind people from participating
in the performing arts is access to the printed page. This workshop set
out to provide training to blind actors who had some experience within
theatre arts. For our core participants we approached the Glenvale
Players, currently Canada’s only community theatre led and comprised
of blind and vision impaired people. We were therefore able to draw
on the skills already in place and connect to the group of blind actors
participating in community theatre.
While many of the artists are formally untrained, several have serious
aspirations and create or write original works. Along with Glenvale
we liaised with Balance, an organization which teaches skills of
independent living to people who are blind or have low vision.
Referrals and recommendations have provided a growing field for the
future.

Some feedback from the participants acknowledged that language
development is vital for people who so heavily rely upon voice as their
primary communication tool. Participants also felt that the workshop
offered them a safe environment within which to excel creatively.
Bodywork featured prominently in linking text-based exercises to spatial
and physical conditions. Considerations of character and narrative
from the perspective of the Blind performer were varied and extremely
interesting. We learned some valuable lessons about expression,
physical relations, language and interpretation through the scene study
approach.

An integrated team of instructors made the workshop extraordinarily
rich. Director and Shakespeare expert Kate Lynch presented the Bard
as an exciting living voice. Her dynamic, naturally accessible approach
was wonderful. Alex Bulmer took the lead in voice work and lent the
program her constant insight and creativity. They made a true Tag
-Team and provided the artists with a good example of integrated
learning and the professional possibilities for Blind artists.
The workshop focused on classical text which gave the participants
the most challenging and interesting experience of connecting voice
to text. The workshop provided material in large print, Braille and
on tape in order to eliminate the barriers of print. Included in the
workshop were sessions in voice and movement which supported the
text based exercises.
The Picasso Project
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Access Solutions:
•
Individual pre-workshop check-in with the participants and
orientation re: transportation needs, location, directions, path
ways to venue and nearby eateries
•
Check-in re: guide dogs and needs
•
Barrier free hall, no architectural obstructions, varied lighting
options
•
Accessible entrance, pathways, elevator, washroom and green
area for people who wished to stay in during breaks
•
Pre-workshop communications/prep material via electronic
media and telephone
•
Scripts available in Braille, large print and audio formats
•
Two physical facilitators on site at all times
Access to Contemporary Plays:
Originally the Project intended to acquire a computer plus talking
software and a screen reader and scanner for use by blind theatre
artists, to be set up at a permanent location. We since learned that
adaptive equipment is not the issue as most blind artists have personal
technologies that work for them. What they don’t have is access to
contemporary scripts, in particular new Canadian plays. With that
knowledge we purchased CBC recordings of two contemporary radio
plays – “White Mice” by Darren O’Donnell and “Criminally Sighted”
by Alex Bulmer, to donate to the CNIB Library. We hope other sponsors
will help to form a small collection of contemporary works for CNIB
members and member artists.

Photo credit: David Rosenfeld and Maureen McKinnon
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HEAVENLY BODIES: A MOVEMENT WORKSHOP
This workshop built on the movement-based theatre and dance
vocabulary we have been developing since the Body Language
workshop in 1999. Several artists had already worked together and
with instructor Miriam Rother. Previous collaborations made outreach
for this workshop easier and it was an opportunity for artists to try out
new ideas through paired and group sequences, all useful to take
back into individual work. We hope to revisit movement/dance
exploration and presentation more fully in the next round of training
available.

Access Solutions:
•
Mixed access requirements and physical diversity built-in to the
workshop design, ideas, formats, motifs and movement
exercises
•
Scheduling and duration of sessions were responsive to access
needs
•
Barrier free hall, no architectural obstructions, varied lighting
options
•
Accessible entrance, pathways, elevator, washroom and green
area for people who wished to stay in during breaks
•
One physical facilitator plus instructor on-site at all times

Photo credit: Kazumi Tsuruoka and Christine Rowntree
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“8 X 8”: SMALL GROUP WRITERS LAB
The writing workshop was designed to include the voices of people
who are disabled. The need for new writing within this community
is profound. Despite the fact that nearly seventeen percent of
Canadians are disabled, the percentage of produced writers within
this community is unmentionably insignificant. What is significant are
the stories disabled people have to tell, whether they be directly or
indirectly connected to their disability.

transcriptions were all welcome. We were looking for authentic voice
in whatever shape or form possible.

The Picasso Project recognized two essential points which led to the
production of this workshop. These were that a) that access to current
dramatic writing workshops is limited due to inaccessible venues, lack
of accommodation for vision impaired people, lack of attitudinal
accommodation for people with mental health issues and b) stories
connected to living as a disabled person are often directed into a
medical model and deserve development support within the social
model

The second half focused on dramatic structure, led by Adam Peddle.
Writers had ‘homework’ between sessions and received one-on-one
feedback as well as group responses. The sessions ran over four
weeks and included a combination of group and individual exercise.
One participant believed that this kind of supported and accessible
environment was long overdue and that writing was the key to
improved social and cultural status. Some participants have
maintained contact with each other and the instructors and are
continuing to develop writing begun at the workshops.

The Writers Lab was promoted to people of mixed abilities who had
some experience or were advancing in their careers. We posted the
call for submissions at a number of outlets, universities, colleges and
disability-friendly links and websites. Applicants were invited to submit
writing samples in formats accessible to them: hard copy and/or
electronic scripts, audio tapes and CD’s. Braille scripts were not
accommodated at this time as the instructors did not read Braille and
our budget did not permit the time and costs required for translation
from Braille to written English. Most writers today have technology
enabling them to write and transmit scripts electronically.
We looked for writers interested in creating work for the stage;
however prose, poetry, non-fiction, journal entries and spoken word
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The workshop was divided into two halves. The first half, led by
Paula Wing, focused on creative initiatives, free creative thought and
resourcing imagination. The sessions were three hours in length and
ran for four weeks.

Access Solutions:
•
Check-in re: on-site writing access needs (laptops, audio
taping, etc.)
•
Individual pre-workshop check-in and orientation re: trans
portation needs, location, directions, pathways to venue and
nearby eateries
•
Accessible entrance, pathways, elevator, washroom and green
area for people who wished to stay in during breaks
•
Privacy; in-camera sessions; no videography or non-writers in
the room
•
One on-site Reader at all times
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THE TELL-TALE HEART:
DEAF PERFORMANCE AND STORYTELLING
Our final workshop provided an entrée into Deaf culture and the
artist community within. Previously our work had focused on consumer
services (Interpretation) for the Deaf audience member. In an effort to
legitimately engage with Deaf artists we approached Eyes On Camera
(EOC) a newly formed ad hoc association of performers for stage,
television and film.
Working with three artists from the EOC core we developed a set of
criteria and an appropriate outreach protocol for selection into the
workshop. We charged EOC with brokering our outreach campaign,
since they have an authority we had not yet earned within the
community. I also attended several Deaf community events by
invitation and promoted our Project and the workshop. Responses at
these events and via EOC enabled us to select and build an excellent
group of performers for the workshop. We now have working
relationships which will make future outreach easier and more direct.
Extended consultation took place through a small working group
comprised of myself, instructors Diana Kolpak and Viv Moore and
three artists from EOC; all our meetings engaged a paid Interpreter.
Joanna Bennett, lead resource from TIRG (Theatrical Interpreting
Resource Group) remained an advisor throughout.
Many of the artists regularly audition or engage in commercial work
but rarely have an opportunity to develop their individual voices for
the stage. They are usually engaged to play within a speaking and
hearing environment. Here we committed to designing a workshop
from the American Sign Language (ASL) perspective with English as a
second language. Story-telling, in the most essential sense, became
the workshop device, regardless of the language used by individuals.
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Artists were asked to submit brief “bio’s” describing themselves,
beforehand. We engaged one of the artists, Mike Cyr, to lead a
session about the Meisner technique which he has studied and
employs in his own screen-writing work.
Bodywork played a central role in the workshop with care being given
to the distinctions between ‘sign language’ and ‘body language’.
Communications between Instructors, Interpreters and participants
became part of the artistic process. We arrived at a place of poetry,
innovation and exchange, with many possibilities for extending the
work in the future.

Access Solutions:
•
Pre-workshop communications/prep material via electronic
media and TTY ( Bell Relay)
•
Individual pre-workshop check-in and orientation re: access
needs, location, directions and nearby eateries
•
Barrier free hall, no architectural obstructions, varied lighting
options
•
Accessible entrance, pathways, elevator, washroom and green
area for people who wished to stay in during breaks
•
Two professional Interpreters onsite at all times
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VIDEODACITY: DOCUMENTING THE FUTURE
Our 20 minute video-documentary, became itself a work-in-progress
as well as the Picasso Project’s calling card to the future. Its primary
purpose was to witness and document the workshop series. Since then
we inter-cut interviews with artists from the workshops and included
two dramatic reading excerpts. Our biggest innovation has been the
complete “access-izing” of the video for view-ability by blind and Deaf
audiences. In the process we have learned a lot about how to create
access and who provides related services.
Theatre artist and independent film maker Michael Achtman was the
lead specialist for all video documentation, production and video
‘access-izing’ for the project. His clear yet unobtrusive vision has
been instrumental to the process and helped create a beautiful living
document, faithful to our goals and needs.

Video Access Solutions:
•
Writing and recording a voice-over narrative
•
Researching, implementing and recording open captioning for
the Deaf on a Beta-Master and all copies ( VHS and DVD)
•
Writing an audio description script for blind and low-vision
audiences. A hard-copy will be available to all those who want
to offer live audio description service which involves a describer
feeding the audio description to the Blind viewer through head
phones during the screening
•
Performance and recording of a second audio-described
version of the documentary onto a second Beta Master;
copies to be made available to organizations serving the Blind,
on request

The documentary will be distributed to arts, culture, disability and
educational outlets, libraries, schools, festivals, broadcasters and
service organizations. With it we hope to illuminate, inform and
leverage institutional and individual support for the advancement of
artists with disability. On a concrete level we hope that our research
will broaden the existing knowledge base, help shape attitudes and
inform policy, remove barriers and contribute to skills development for
artists and associates collectively.

Photo credit: The Tell Tale Heart workshop participants
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CONCLUSION
At the outset of our project we asked “Where are the artists with
disability?” Our two-year exploration concludes that ‘they/we’ are
everywhere, working alone and in groups. We discovered that artists
and aspiring artists with disability often work in ‘separate solitudes’
- from each other and the mainstream arts community. While this
initially springs from natural alliances based on access and cultural
commonalities, the lack of broader participation in the arts is usually a
result of barriers rather than choice.

The Picasso Project has endeavored to bring ’home’ what we could to
inform and serve the advancement of disability-arts and opportunity
in Canada. We have discovered that this is one of the hottest social
issues for the first decade of the 21st century and one whose time has
come. We have come to relate to disability within a ‘social’ rather than
‘medical’ model; a model which views lack of access, rather than an
individual’s disability, as the key factor disabling one from full
engagement with life.

But disabled artists are part of a growing movement which includes
individuals and groups, disabled and non-disabled, who belong to a
Community of Interest – one which embraces disability both in art and
in life. Members of this community more often than not also embrace
diversity, tolerance, inclusion and access in all areas of life and in the
formation of cultural identity. So it is that dis-arts’ advocates are often
also advocates for a world that includes the richness of difference and
particularity as fundamental aspects of wholeness. For such advocates,
liberation of each ‘Self’ precedes ‘equality’ as a first principle.

Through a series of innovative training workshops we sought to bridge
separate solitudes. Through outreach and networking we sought to
replace isolation with connection, with working models that enabled
exchange, skills development and an entrance into the broader arts
community. Adapted techniques, access tools and philosophical
principles informed the work and a commitment to these points was
required of everybody involved.

The Picasso Project conducted direct research in the United Kingdom,
Vancouver and Toronto, backed by communications and contact with
activists in the USA, Australia, Europe and across Canada to begin an
inventory of identifiable disability-arts enterprise. Like many nascent
movements, disability-arts races across time and space in a passionate
search for allies, opportunities and testimonials.
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We saw over and over, that lack of physical access, financial
resources, skills training and professional opportunity were the barriers
to success for disabled artists. We witnessed disabled and Deaf artists,
who, given even a modicum of access, produced an outpouring
of stories, expression, ideas; a wealth of talent, experience and
perspective that is vital and profoundly creative.
Drawing upon successful examples elsewhere we are able to share
models of training, creation and inclusion that will transfer well to the
Canadian funding infrastructure, social environment and practicing
arts communities.
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As in every other period of social transformation we know that
disability-arts must struggle to overcome its detractors. People unable
to move beyond tradition, those who argue that disability arts will ‘rob
Peter to pay Paul”; all the forms of resistance that spring from fear,
ignorance and dismay. We hope that this report and the following
basic recommendations will ease the burden of change and instead
suggest its benefits, pleasures and glories.

Photo credit: Christine Rowntree
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TERMS OF REFERENCE
THE MEDICAL MODEL OF DISABILITY:

focuses on the lack of physical or mental
functioning and uses a clinical way of describing an individual’s
disability. There are developmental and functioning norms against
which the person is judged. It is a dehumanizing view where only the
nature and severity of the impairment is important together with the
extent to which the difference can be put right or mitigated. It casts the
individual as victim.
Disabled people have rejected this model saying it has led to low
self-esteem, undeveloped life skills, poor education and consequent
high unemployment levels. Above all they have recognized that it
requires the breaking of natural relationships with their families,
communities and society as a whole.
Traditionally, society considers disability to
be a tragedy for the individual and a burden for the family and society.
However, the developing political scene identifies the Social Model of
Disability as a way to remove “blame” for disability from the individual
and their impairments ( the medical model) and to relocate the cause
of barriers in the environment, in the way people behave and in the
practices that lead to discrimination. This model requires a change in
values and practices. When non-disabled people begin to understand
this model a community of allies will form to speed the process of
attitudinal and concrete change.

impairment. The disabled person’s lifestyle, experiences, culture and
identity are celebrated. It has its roots in the Disability Arts and Culture
Movement and could be represented by the title of Johnny Crecendois’
song ”Proud, Angry and Strong”.
DISABILITY EQUALITY TRAINING:

looks at a rights-based approach to
disability thereby changing the focus from the individual onto society
and the need for inclusion. Thus the questions become: ‘What are my
responsibilities an employer or service provider and how can I ensure
a fair and inclusive practice/service delivery practice?’
Disability Equality Training has been devised by disabled people to
help shift thinking towards a more inclusive society. It established
disability as a rights-based issue; recognizes diversity and promotes
equality of opportunity.

THE SOCIAL MODEL OF DISABILITY:

THE AFFIRMATIVE MODEL OF DISABILITY:

Disabled people who believe that the
Social Model does not allow for enough positive social identity and life
experience, go a step further to describe an affirmative model which
actively repudiates the dominant value of ‘normality’ in favour of a
positive assertion of the value and validity of life with an
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POSITIVE ACTION TRAINING:

was first instituted by the London Arts Board in
response to its own organizational workforce which was not
representative of the population with regards to disability. A training
model was developed to give disabled people the opportunity to train
in-house in order to qualify and compete for jobs at all levels. Positive
Action Training has subsequently been used in many organizations.
Recruitment of the apprentice is based on work-related criteria and
his or her access issues are tackled separately. The program is offered
in a series of stages which may include internal and external training,
on-the-job experience and observation. The apprentice is supported
by a key worker in the organization (Host) who are both supported by
an Associate – a more experienced disabled person. At the conclusion
a post or position agreed upon at the outset becomes available to the
apprentice.
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ARTS AND DISABILITY:

is a broad term which incorporates people with
disabilities as artists, participants and audience members. Arts and
disability can be used to describe projects involving collaboration
between disabled and able-bodied people (as artists, participants or
audiences). Arts and disability projects when collaborative must involve
people with disability at all stages, from planning to presentation.
When people with disability are placed on the margins or involved on
non-disabled terms, projects can not be endorsed within the practice
of arts and disability
DISABILITY ARTS:

is a specific arts practice which involves artists with
disabilities creating work which expresses their identity as disabled
people. The work of disability arts practitioners contributes to the
expression of a disability culture, a distinct group with unique
experiences, values and beliefs.
DISABILITY CULTURE:

In general terms, it is that which is common to the
lives of disabled people and which informs their thoughts, activities,
aspirations, struggles and dreams. It is not only rooted in a proper
appreciation of the past but celebrates the present and the future. It
is about expressing a reality and an identity through which disabled
people can take their place in society as a whole.
SITE AUDIT:

an environmental assessment made by experts trained to
analyze physical and attitudinal barriers and access needs within an
organization/physical site to determine the solutions and related costs
required to create a partial or totally accessible site. There are several
qualified professionals in the Toronto region, most notably Laurie Sue
Robertson of ‘Handidactus’, a company exclusively dedicated to
determining and prescribing on-site access needs and solutions.
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Source:
Drawn and paraphrased largely from “Towards Inclusion Arts & Disability Information
Booklet” , a joint initiative of the Arts Council of Northern Ireland and the
Department of Culture, Arts and Leisure, © 2003.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Our recommendations are aimed primarily at service providers,
funders, trainers, producers, artistic directors and arts professionals
who hold the keys to access in many cases. Artists with disability are
willing and ready to share their experience and knowledge with them,
in the pursuit of positive change. We are eager to become actively
engaged in the process of change.
To the Funders
A fundamental recognition of disability-arts as a legitimate sector, a
legitimate culture and a legitimate client base is prerequisite to any
discourse around access, policy and programming.
Disability issues must be placed on the agenda at the Councils,
Foundations, Ministries and Agencies which fund the arts. Existing
equity policies, missions and public statements of commitment to
equity, diversity and inclusion should be reviewed and revised to
include reference to disability rights
Funding bodies are encouraged to seek Disability Equality Training as
defined in this report and offer it to HR and Programming staff before
addressing disability-arts issues at the programming level.
Funders should develop and adopt working Disability Action Plans.
Plans should be encouraged/required of client companies.
Direct meetings between artists with disability and councils must be
encouraged, planned and implemented at the initiative of funders
once they have received some orientation, in the form of soundings,
consultations and other forums.
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Clients and prospective clients should be invited to self-identify their
access requirements on all organizational materials and application
forms. Adapted formats must be developed to communicate with and
accommodate people with specific access needs (Deaf, blind and
mobility).
Access resources should be introduced and included as a reasonable
and acceptable line item in project, operations and program budget
forms. Requests must be reasonably considered by informed jurors
during the adjudication process.
A review of criteria must take place regarding the professional status
of and financial conditions affecting disabled artists, within the context
of disability arts and in relation to artistic merit, excellence and
professional training.
Juries, committees and advisories at funding bodies must begin to
include reasonable representation by disabled artists and disability-arts
advocates where possible and appropriate.
Commensurate expertise must be made available to granting juries
and committees in order to evaluate the merits of proposals which
refer to disability- specific artforms, expressions and access related
needs.
HR Departments and other staff must seek orientation regarding
practical access needs and protocols.
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To Arts Service Organizations
Professional arts service organizations (ASO’s) should review and
amend their HR, membership, service and programming policies and
practices in consideration of the access requirements of disabled
members and constituents.
ASO’s are encouraged to seek Disability Equality Training as defined in
this report and offer it to HR and Programming staff before addressing
disability-arts issues at the programming level.
ASO’s must scan their memberships re: disability awareness and
become equipped to offer basic orientation re: access services, needs,
attitudes and practices once they are equipped to do so.
ASO’s should develop and adopt working Disability Action Plans.
Plans should be encouraged/required of member companies.
Resources to implement Disability Action Plans should be reasonably
considered and accommodated by funders when they appear in an
organization’s grant submissions and funding requests.
ASO’s which offer consumer services e.g. ticket reservations and sales,
events, discounts, show listings, etc. should provide adapted tools for
disabled consumers to access the services.
Venued organizations should conduct a site audit and work towards
the removal of mobility and other barriers for consumers and
members.
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Programming and services should reasonably reflect and include the
needs and aspirations of disabled members and consumers.
Policies and public statements of commitment to diversity, access and
inclusion should be reviewed and revised to include reference to
disability rights.
To Theatre/Dance Producers and Trainers
Site audits should be conducted so that companies, venues and
training centres can begin to create access and remove physical/
sensory barriers from their working environments. Audits enable the
company to make changes at the pace they can afford, equipped with
proper knowledge and a variety of solutions.
Companies and venues which offer box office services, sales, show
listings, etc. should reasonably begin to provide adapted tools for
disabled consumers, including promotional materials.
Access services for audiences and/or students must be reasonably
introduced: Sign Language Interpretation, taped or other forms of
audio description for the Blind, wheelchair accommodation, etc. as
well as permission to bring an access worker into the classroom or
performance venue.
Stages, pathways, and all backstage environments should be audited
and made as accessible as possible for disabled performers and
artistic personnel.
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Artistic Directors and Managers should seek Disability Equality
Training as defined in this report and offer it to volunteers and staff
(programming, front of house, technical and HR) before addressing
disability-arts issues at the programming level.
Producing and training organizations should develop and adopt
Disability Action Plans. Requests for resources to implement Disability
Action Plans should be clearly included in applications for operating
and project funds.
Auditions should be posted in formats and through outlets (including
web sites, e-bulletins, and links) accessible to disabled performers.
Audition notices and side materials should be made available to
performers who request them whenever possible.

When staff decides that particular productions and/or training
programs are committed to inclusion, proper preparation must be
made for all aspects of the process. Physical access, audition
materials, properly rehearsed and integrated ASL interpretation,
accessible promotions and above all the physical safety of performers
and the safe-guarding of group dynamics, must be considered.
Producers should advocate strongly for the creation of an Access
Worker Program as described in this report to be introduced at
theatre schools, community colleges or elsewhere, supported by
funding agencies.
Theatre Schools and departments should actively explore (collectively
or unilaterally) the creation of such pilot training programs for
Professional Access Workers.

Non-traditional casting principles should also be applied to casting in
terms of disability.
Producing and training organizations should engage in Disability
Action Training as defined in this report by offering internships and
apprenticeships within the company. In some cases this should lead to
full, part-time employment or a contractual role within the company.
Artistic exchanges, residencies, mentorships offered by companies
should welcome artists with disability and provide for their basic access
needs.

The Picasso Project
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COMMISSIONS
CAN SOMEONE KICKSTART TORONTO?
by Mark Brose

For me, going to see theatre in Toronto is almost always guaranteed
to be an event. And I’m not even referring to the performances. If, like
me, you use a wheelchair, and you want to catch some theatre, expect
to encounter the unexpected.
As both audience and actor, I have been going to the theatre in
Toronto for more than 20 years. For many of those years, I have also
been living with multiple sclerosis, a progressive illness which has
significantly affected my mobility. In that time, I have been forced to
rely on many different mobility devices ranging from a simple cane to
an electric wheelchair.
For some reason, Toronto has yet to fully embrace the idea that the
theatre going public is often physically disabled. They don’t seem to
want to deal with the fact that people who use wheelchairs want to see
the show too.
Toronto theatres are as varied as one can imagine. From the smallest
of houses to the largest, from the newest to the oldest, problems with
access are only too common. Whether it be a problem with the lack
of a simple ramp to one of ill-conceived seating arrangement or a
glaringly poorly trained staff, Toronto’s theatre community needs to
step into the 21st Century. Toronto theatres need to upgrade both their
buildings and their attitudes towards people with disabilities.
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In the most perfect of worlds, all theatres would be located in brand
new, 100% accessible buildings. Everybody knows this isn’t a perfect
world. Those of us who are disabled might know this even a little more
than others. We all know that many of Toronto’s theatres are located in
older buildings. Older buildings are often not conducive to full access.
But in a world where most will have a disability before they die, in a
world where 16.8% of the population (1.9 million in Ontario) has a
disability, everyone should be trying a lot harder to becoming
accessible. It only makes sense. Why say no to patrons?
Theatres must become aware of what their problems are before they
can discover how to fix them. If theatres spent a small amount of time
to consult with people who are disabled, they would find that out pretty
quickly.
What information that is needed to design better spaces is easily
accessed. Years ago, the Americans with Disabilities Act laid out in
very specific terms what an ‘accessible’ building would look like.
Canadian building code soon followed suit with its own rules. As one
who has studied both codes, I don’t think that there is any question
that the highest standard (what would serve the disabled community
the best) is in the American answer, but both provide solutions to
access who would be acceptable to the 16.8% of the Ontarians which
has a disability. If expenses are a little tight, no one will complain if
upgrades are spread over a reasonable amount of time. Improvements
in access add up to improvements in ticket sales. Is that such a difficult
thing to justify?
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Accessibility Means Thinking About More Than Wheelchairs
Work to bring all areas of your theatre up to the highest standard
of accessibility as you can. Many people who are disabled will have
a far safer time if you make some retrofits. I don’t think there are
many theatres that don’t employ a carpenter. Introducing elements as
simple as handrails at stairways, levers instead of knobs on doors and
washroom fixtures, angling the washroom mirrors (so someone sitting
in a chair can see if they still have spinach in their teeth) will go a long
way towards easing many patrons’ experiences.
Make your stairs safe with the addition of strong handrails and nonslip surfaces. Realise that a wheelchair accessible washroom is a
good idea, even if one has to get up a flight of stairs to use it. Some
people, who use a wheelchair, me included, could still climb a flight
of stairs (then Adelaide Court). It’ll be ready when you finally find the
sponsorship to add an elevator. If your washrooms are too small and
can’t be made larger, or if a wheelchair accessible washroom is still in
the planning stage, equipping your smaller stalls with simple grab bars
(as the Canadian Stage eventually did) would make a huge difference
for many people. No longer would people be forced to try to haul
themselves to their feet with just a toilet paper dispenser to steady
themselves (I don’t understand why all stalls aren’t always equipped
the same. They cost virtually nothing and would increase safety and
usability for many people). Think about putting up proper signage
giving directions to barrier-free entranceways/washrooms/services for
the disabled.
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Don’t Give Me Any Lip
Often simple access can be provided with a temporary ramp at a
door. Simple access is good. Any increased access is better than
leaving a step at a doorway. But be careful about relying on to much
on temporary solutions.
A temporary ramp is often kept inside a building until a patron using
a wheelchair shows up, needing to gain access at an inaccessible
door. A problem with this is often there will be no easy way to get the
attention of those who are in the building. When one is finally able
to attract the attention of someone inside, usually that person still
needs to locate the person who knows where the ramp is. Only then
does someone ‘trot’ off to try to locate the ramp. In our Canadian
climate of snow, rain and sun, waiting outside for things to happen
is not a very reasonable choice. It is a far better solution to arrange
that a ramp is permanently installed. A further benefit of permanently
installing a ramp is due to the reality that most people who use
wheelchairs are very aware of the buildings that have an obviously
accessible front door. If there is a step, not a ramp, most people will
assume the building is not accessible and will, instead, choose to find
one that is.
When installing a ramp, it is best to consult the building code. The
recognised standard is 1:20 (For every foot in height the ramp should
be spread over 20 feet) The faster a ramp is sloped, the more people
it will become unusable for.
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A proper ramp arrives at a level platform before it gets to a door. If
a ramp is sloped right to a door it will be difficult to safely use. It is
very difficult to open a door while sitting on an incline (Tarragon). If
I take a hand away from a wheel to reach for the door, my chair will
immediately begin to roll backwards. It takes two hands to maintain
oneself safely on a slope.

Scattering the wheelchair locations also allows the theatre to offer
seating in various price ranges. Not everyone can afford to purchase
the most expensive seats in the house. Very often, Toronto theatres do
not give their disabled patrons a choice of ticket prices. More often
than not, the accessible locations are in the most expensive tickets
(Massey, Hummingbird)

Sometimes, a wheelchair lift has been chosen rather than a ramp
(Glen Gould, CBC). A properly constructed ramp is a far better
solution than a lift. A lift, because of a lower standard of safety, is
required by law to be operated by a trained operator (almost always
not the person using the wheelchair). Locating the operator who must
then find the key is always a frustration. What is more frustrating is the
fact a lift is mechanical and will break down.

Theatres need to acknowledge that some of their disabled patrons will
require a personal attendant. Theatres should not attempt to charge
the companion for their ticket. When a theatre refuses to recognise this
reality, they will, in effect, be charging a disabled person double. For
many disabled patrons, the penalty of buying two tickets instead of one
makes attending an impossibility.

Give Reasonable Seating Options
In the Royal Alex, the only wheelchair seating that is allowed is found
at the extreme left and right sides of the theatre - at the closest seat
to the stage, in the left and right boxes. If someone who used a
wheelchair wanted to be seated anywhere else in the theatre, that
person would be forced to transfer into a theatre seat, something
which is impossible for many. If they are forced to accept the seating in
the ‘accessible’ box, they will get their unique theatre experience. They
will get to see the show as well as all of the activity of the crew and the
actors who are waiting in the wings. This theatre experience is usually
very interesting. Once.

Automatic Doors
An automatic door can often mean whether someone can or can not
get into a building. Often I encounter automatic doors that appear to
be broken (Buddies In Bad Times). Only after I investigate do I find that
usually someone has switched the automatic door off. I’ve noticed this
seems to happen more often in winter, when staff do not want to feel
winter creeping in. What amazes me is that the staff would prefer that
a disabled patron freezes outside in the winter, rather than discovering
solutions for inside the theatre... such as a sweater.

Theatres need to ensure that there is a reasonable amount of seating
made available and that those locations are scattered throughout the
audience.
The Picasso Project
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Were They Thinking?
I remember arriving at a wheelchair ‘accessible’ theatre, only to be
turned away at the door with the explanation that the production
designer, for this production, had decided to block the only accessible
doorway with set pieces (Theatre Passe Muraille Backspace). Whoever
designed the show didn’t think it was important enough to maintain
access to those of us who needed access to that doorway to see the
show.
A black box theatre (The Theatre Centre), would have more than one
way to seat the audience. Sometimes a show would be accessible to
me. Other times, I arrived at the theatre only to find they had allowed
a seating design which completely prevented me from seeing the
show. The theatre had designed several patterns in which to erect their
bleachers. One of these designs placed the seating so that all who
attended the show would be required to climb up the back of
bleachers to get to their seats. What was the designer thinking? Was
the designer thinking? When I complained, I was informed nothing
would be changed. I was told that this was considered a viable option
for the production designer to include. Why would the choice of
forcing people with disabilities to stay away be considered a viable
option? Toronto’s theatre community needs to become more aware of
who is actually in the community; to whom they should be catering.

Here is a great example of how not to act towards a member of your
audience who happens to use a wheelchair. This happened to me one
memorable evening a few years ago at Massey Hall.
After parking my car and getting into my manual wheelchair, a friend
and I arrived at Massey Hall. After showing my ticket at the front door I
was directed to wait off at the side of the lobby until a couple of ushers
would prepare the ‘ramp’. I put my ticket into my ‘wallet bag’. After a
few minutes two ushers arrived lugging what looked like a sheet of
aluminium which they proceeded to lay on top of a small flight of
stairs. The aluminium sheet was fitted with small edges on two of the
sides which was designed to prevent someone from tumbling off either
side. After the ushers positioned the ‘ramp’, they then solicited the help
of a third. After all clutching onto various parts of my wheelchair, they
then proceeded to push, pull and manhandle me up what I considered
to be a very precarious slope.
After I realised I was safely at the top, I rejoined my friend and we
made our way into the throng of people pouring towards a ramped
passageway that led to the auditorium. We were moving along slowly
but happily when an usher suddenly appeared wanting to know my
seat number. Why he chose to ignore the hundred or more people
pushing through the passageway and concentrate on me I don’t know,
but I think I have an idea.

Assistance Is Only Assistance If It’s Wanted
Staff’s level of awareness is essential. The physical space of the theatre
can be as inviting as possible, but staff that doesn’t listen can keep me
away.
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My friend, who still had his ticket in his hand, told the usher that we
were together, and offered him his ticket. Still he demanded to look at
my ticket. I told him my ticket was in my bag, but I did know the
location. He asked which seat was it, I answered that is was the one
next to the ticket my friend had just shown him. After looking at me for
a beat, he finally allowed us to join the mass of people that continued
to pour past us.
Not ten feet further, I noticed something strange happening. My chair
suddenly was steering in a direction I didn’t want it to go. After a
glance to see whether I had just sprung a flat tire, I looked behind me.
To my surprise, I discovered that the same usher, without a word to me,
had latched himself onto the handles of my wheelchair and was busy
attempting to steer me through the crowd.
After telling him as nicely as I could that I was OK and that he should
let my wheelchair go, I started back on the path towards my
destination. Seconds later, I once again became aware that I had lost
control over my wheelchair. Now I just turned, and told him to leave
my chair alone. He responded by protesting that he didn’t know my
seat number. Pointing to location of my seat, I again showed him the
location. After exchanging a weary glance with my friend, I started off
again. I couldn’t help but notice that our usher remained trailing us by
a few paces.

Once again I stopped him. After telling him that I could do it by
myself, I proceeded to position myself into the spot. Seconds later,
again without inquiring first, Super Usher arrived with a plywood
construction that he began to try to place under my front wheels,
Through clenched teeth I informed him I didn’t need it.
Fifteen minutes later, as I’m finally beginning to settle into the pre-show
atmosphere, I felt a tapping on my shoulder; same uniform, new
smiling face. This one proceeded to ask me, as an usher did every
time I’ve ever gone to Massey Hall, when my Wheel-Trans ride is
coming to pick me up. I answered that I didn’t take Wheel-Trans.
As we started to leave at the end of show, another of the ushers quietly
came up to the both of us, smiled at me, then asked my friend whether
I wanted a route cleared through the few remaining concert goers.
After being manhandled by three more ushers to get back down the
flight of stairs, we made it to the street.
My message to Massey Hall would be simple. Train your staff after you
have a conversation with the people you hope to assist.

When we arrived at our seats ‘Super Usher’ once again jumped into
action, this time grabbing my chair and trying to jockey me into the
area reserved for my wheelchair.
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Making The Stage Accessible
I’d like to get directors to examine why they rarely concern themselves
with an actor’s eye or hair colour when they are choosing an actor
for a role. If it has not been specifically defined by the writer, does
the actor’s height or other physical characteristics necessarily qualify
or disqualify them from auditioning for a role? Unless a character
calls for a specific look, many actors - all with different ’looks’ will
usually be given a chance at the role. That said, I wonder why we
have seen so few actors who use a wheelchair appearing on Toronto
stages. Does the theatre community believe that an actor who
uses a wheelchair must only play a character defined by the script
as specifically using a wheelchair? Why? Is the use of one’s feet
essential in interpreting a script? Is the Toronto theatre community so
unenlightened that it cannot conceive of casting an actor who uses a
wheelchair for most roles, even when that actor can play the part?
Perhaps theatre companies think that the audience will stay away in
droves if an actor who uses a wheelchair appears on stage. Maybe
they believe that audiences will become confused as to why an actor
using a wheelchair is on the stage when the script is not focussed
solely on disability? Once again I pose the question - why?
There are other reasons why we are seeing no one using a wheelchair.
A pretty obvious reason is because of the fact that the actors’
environment is even less accessible than that of the audience. Virtually
none of Toronto’s theatres have bothered to alter their spaces to make
them workable for someone who is differently abled. The few that have
made an effort still fall short of the mark.
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Maybe the reason we’re not seeing wheelchairs on the stage is
because with the stages being so inaccessible, no one bothers to
insure that they hold a wheelchair accessible audition. If actors who
use wheelchairs are already disqualified before the audition starts,
there’s not much chance of later finding them in the cast.
A few simple changes which would allow someone using a wheelchair
to safely get on to a theatre’s stage would open up possibilities for
many Toronto performers who today have stopped even bothering to
try to realise their dream.
It would be nice to see ramps conforming to code. There would be at
least one accessible change room (lever handles on doors, grab bars,
angled mirrors, lowered switches/electrical plugs etc.). There would
be accessible washroom facilities, a barrier free fire exit, an accessible
stage door and perhaps availability of parking for the disabled.
Can Someone Kickstart Toronto?
I think back to 2001 when I performed with a number of Toronto
performers at Vancouver’s Kickstart festival. The festival, which was
opened by Governor General Adrienne Clarkson, gathered and
celebrated hundreds of performers and creators with disabilities from
around the world. There are many reasons why Kickstart turned out to
be such a rousing success.
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I was amazed at the difference in performance climate between what
I experienced at Kickstart and what I have gone through in Toronto. In
Vancouver we would arrive at the theatre by hailing an accessible cab
or taking public transit (impossible to do in Toronto as what few
accessible cabs Toronto has are all on contract to the TTC and
public transit is virtually inaccessible). The theatre complex in which
we performed was completely wheelchair accessible (I can’t express
the freedom I felt when I no longer needed to concern myself with the
fact that I cannot safely use the washrooms or dressing room or how I
no longer needed to have someone ‘standing by’, ready to assist me
to get on or off a stage). The performances were packed to the rafters
with audience that was both disabled and non-disabled.

Note: References to access conditions at specific theatres were
accurate at time of writing (Fall 2003) and may have changed.

Kickstart gave the invaluable experience of giving me the opportunity
to connect with and network with many seasoned dancers, actors,
musicians, comedians and artists - all who are busy plying their craft
around the globe. My most impressive memory, though, is of the rich
experience I had as an audience to so many enriching performances;
so many performances by so many artists with disabilities. In
continuing to shut out performers who have disabilities Toronto
chooses to lose out on a wealth of artists who could, if allowed, help
bring Toronto much closer to a genuine experience in its theatre.
The Alarm Is Ringing
Wake up Toronto! Close to 17% of your community has a disability.
You are not reflecting this in either your audiences or your
performances. Open your eyes and your theatres to the wealth you are
missing out on. You are guaranteed to be much the richer for it.
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Mark Brose graduated from the Ontario College of Art in 1986.
An accomplished goldsmith, he has exhibited his jewelry across Canada and abroad.
Mark is a writer, actor and dancer who has performed in E • merge (ncy),
(SummerWorks 2000), KickstART 2001, Slipping Ground with Rachel Gorman,
fFida (1999) and various tv, and commercial gigs. He is an activist and advocate for
disability rights and a core member of the DIS THIS! Artists Group. Most recently,
Mark has focused on his musical interests as well as his acting and dance career.
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DANCING TO BEETHOVEN

grandson along to discus the issue of implementing technology to
regain the boy’s recently lost sight, opinions are expressed and several
“blindness” access devices are interjected into the content of the play.

As president of The Glenvale Players, and a vision impaired
Theatre Artist and Writer, I was privileged recently to attend the final
performance of Dancing to Beethoven at Montreal’s Place des Arts.
This play was presented by the newly formed Montreal Theatre by the
Blind and Concordia University’s Centre for the Arts in Human
Development from Dec. 18-20 2003. This production was written by
Montreal Impresario Sam Gesser, member of the Order of Canada,
and directed by Dr. Stephen Snow, who has developed a program for
disabled actors at Concordia University. The play was a fundraising
event for the CAHD, and a portion of the profits will also benefit the
community of the vision impaired in Montreal. The production was
documented for a production of the National Film Board.

Also attending this monthly game is an 11 year old girl who is also
blind. She is given a story book to keep her occupied and retreats to
the sofa to read. Between reality segments of the play the focus shifts
to the girl, who delivers a monologue of the fairy tale she is reading
while images of the story are projected on a screen behind her.

A Report From the Field by Wanda C. Fitzgerald

We had a wonderful whirlwind visit and were treated very well by our
hosts; for which we are very grateful. It is our hope that the future
will bring forth collaborative projects and that the knowledge and
experience already acquired by existing blind theatre artists can be
applied and made useful by this fledgling group
Synopsis
Dancing to Beethoven is a 70-minute reverie about coping with life in
a sightless world.
Once a month eight friends (who just happen to be blind or vision
impaired) get together for a game of scrabble and to discus current
views and issues. When one member of the group brings his
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The Cast
Eight amateur actors were recruited through public media outreach in
August 2003
The actors range in age from 11 year old Amanda Cape who made
her debut in the play, to veteran actor of the English stage in Montreal,
81 year old Griffith Brewer. Also among the cast were Robert Areal –
17, Sandra Cassel, mother of three, Clank, a musician in his 40’s.
Comments
For a first production Dancing to Beethoven wasn’t too bad. It was
obvious by watching that those involved were very excited about the
project and their hearts were in their work; which, to me is the most
important ingredient in any production.
This group was given a unique opportunity to work with an
accomplished group of professionals in a professional atmosphere
and at a superior venue. Something most of us in the arts community
fight long and hard and pay dearly for. Every opportunity was afforded
this group and they made good of it. The play itself, according to
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writer Sam Gesser, was mainly a vehicle to inform audiences about
issues and accessibility concerning blind and vision impaired
individuals.
In addition to showcasing the actors, all but one of whom are legally
blind, Dancing to Beethoven introduced audiences to some items
used by the vision impaired, such as Braille books, a screen reading
computer program called “JAWS” (Job Access With Speech) and a
Braille version of the board game Scrabble.
The play also reminds audiences that there are three million blind and
low-vision people in Canada, and director Snow hopes it will help
sighted people better understand what life is like for the blind.
The thought and care put into this effort was impressive and I would
hope to see more work, with a more theatrical content produced in the
future.
Observations
Having worked a great deal with blind and vision impaired artists over
the last few years, and being one myself, there were several things I
noticed which, to a sighted audience and production crew might be
overlooked.
Play Content
Admittedly, the play was an information vehicle, however, the
stereotyping of occupations such as “piano tuner” etc was a little
disconcerting, If one wishes to depict blind persons as they really are
these days, there are a number of less limiting occupations that we
are involved in. As a writer, it is my general policy to “write what you
The Picasso Project

know.” This usually makes for the best and most honest work, and
in the actual content of the script, I could see that the author, who to
his credit had researched the content, did not have a total grasp of
the message he was trying to project. To me it was sort of similar to
someone looking in through a window on the outside, instead of
looking out from the inside; a bit mechanical. However, Mr. Gesser
fully admitted that he recognized this weakness, but had been at a loss
to find a solution. He worked with what he had.
Staging
The lighting plot was very simple. This is often a challenge when
working with blind actors who do not have light perception. Everyone
seemed to hit their marks accurately which is always gratifying. The
sound plot as well was simple and straightforward. The set was simple
straightforward and easy to maneuver around. Compliments go to
Charles Dunlop, who has Usher’s syndrome, which leaves him without
peripheral vision.
Blocking
The majority of the play takes place around a table. It was easy for
a viewer to discern those who were totally blind from those with some
amount of vision. The totally blind actors had very little in the way of
blocking to accomplish. Mainly just standing up and sitting down and
of course the entrance. The main bulk of movement was done by the
partially sighted actors.
The exception to this was Amanda, who traveled from the sofa to
her mark to deliver her fairy tale monologues. She did a wonderful
job with her part, and it is a great and positive experience for one so
young to be exposed to.
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While, understandably, this is a first effort, and all sides are somewhat
inexperienced with working with blind actors, it has been my
experience, that, however difficult and time consuming it may be, it is
far more effective to orient totally blind actors to the stage and have
them execute somewhat more complex blocking in order to make the
staging more intriguing and interesting to audiences.
There was also some use of white canes on stage, which is an absolute
no-no. Even in reality, blind people would not walk around an
apartment using their cane. It detracted from the reality and added to
the stereotypical image in my opinion.
With Regard to Blind and Vision Impaired Audiences
Taking into account that this play was NOT written for blind or vision
impaired audiences, these comments are to be taken in the spirit
for which they are given. First and foremost, from a writer’s point of
view, it is necessary to consider all angles when writing. Given the
subject matter of the play, it does not seem to me that it was taken into
account that blind people might be among the audience members.
A great deal of description needed to be done for the totally blind
persons I attended with, especially regarding the projections and
certain actions occurring on stage that were not obvious.
Accessibility
Again, there was no consideration given to accessibility issues for the
theatre, or information. There were no Braille or large print
programmes or literature available, nor were there ushers or people
who were aware of accessibility needs available for assistance.
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Press Coverage
This is always a bone of contention with me, and I am always running
into it even with The Glenvale Players. This is probably the most
frustrating part of working in this business, or any other for that matter
if you are blind. The press is patronizing. It drives me mad. Instead
of focusing on the work as a piece of art among many they insist on
the same old angles. Such brave and adventurous folks these blind
people are. Imagine, they can probably even go out of their houses
by themselves, and some might have jobs. Gack! But that’s what
you get “sympathy media”. It would be smashing if for once these
journalists and reviewers actually looked beyond the blindness and
reported on something as if it were just another play and review it, or
report on it from that angle. Oh well, that’s bat biz! Doesn’t matter
how good or bad we are, they just see us brave blind people facing
those nasty challenges of reality, not actors making art. Are there no
blind Journalists? But we console ourselves in the fact that any
publicity is good publicity.
Research
While it seems that some research was done with regard to blindness
and blind persons and theatre, it is my opinion that much more could
have been done. Everyone is so astonished that this group now
exists, but there are others out there. Glenvale has existed for nearly
60 years. There are groups in the UK, Australia, the US and others
whose knowledge and resources could be utilized in such a project.
Although I do realize that you have to know where to look to find this
information, it is out there.
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Suggestions
Personally, I would like to see this project continue. I would like to see
the selection of subject material broadened so that it encompasses a
much broader spectrum of theatre. This would broaden the
perspective of the blind artists involved and make them more well
rounded in the performance arts.
Also, it would be gratifying to see more involvement of blind persons
in the behind the scenes production of such shows. It takes a lot
more then actors to make a play. There are other very interesting, and
satisfying elements to putting a production together; set design, sound,
lighting, costume, writing,, directing etc. As well, there are the more
administrative and promotional tasks such as advertising, marketing
etc. These are areas we at Glenvale are now exploring. You’d be
amazed at what blind persons can do if they have the right motivation
and proper instruction.

Mentorship
With such impressive resources and professional encouragement, it
would be interesting to see some sort of mentorship, or apprenticeship
programme set up to encourage blind and vision impaired persons to
peruse professional careers in the performing and dramatic arts.
One More Thing
On the lighter side, but equally as annoying as the patronizing press
issue, please let it be noted that with regard to future promotional
material, and media coverage, that the correct term is “blind and
vision impaired” not “visually impaired.” To state that someone is
“visually impaired” conveys, in literal English definition, that someone
is ugly or not pleasant to look at. That’s not nice!

Workshops
It would be wonderful to put together a workshop involving this group
to help develop skills. Suggested workshops; scene study, movement,
voice, etc. Ideally a joint workshop would be most rewarding.
Joint Project
In future it would be an amiable suggestion to work on a joint
production of a full production.
Accessibility Issues
It is suggested that those promoting and putting together such
productions in future study more closely disability and accessibility
issues in the arts, especially regarding blindness.
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Wanda Fitzgerald is a playwright, performer and the President and Artistic Director of
The Glenvale Players, where she has appeared in numerous productions
including the role of Lucifer in her original play “Fall From Grace”, June 2004,
directed by Donna Michelle.. She is also an accomplished copy writer, web designer
and communications professional, Wanda’s original script Practicing Art has been
accepted into Alumnae Theatre’s NEW IDEAS Festival for production in 2005.
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ACCESS WORKERS, COMMUNICATION
SUPPORT WORKERS AND SIGN
LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
by Claire Saddleton

Established in 1980 by Nabil Shaban and Richard Tomlinson, Graeae
is Britain’s leading theatre company of people with physical and
sensory impairments.
Funded by the Arts Council of England, London Arts and the
Association of London Government, Graeae tours nationally twice a
year and sometimes internationally with imaginative and exciting
productions of both classic and newly-commissioned theatre.
Graeae aims to redress the exclusion of people with physical and
sensory impairments from performance and is concerned with
developing high quality, genuinely pioneering theatre in both its
aesthetic and content.

My role within the company is as Access Coordinator, assessing access
requirements of new company members and putting any necessary
support in place. I also have responsibility for assessing access at new
theatre venues and providing support material for audience members.
Graeae has a policy to employ Access Workers and Sign Interpreters
when necessary to ensure that all disabled people who work with the
company have their access requirements met and are given every
opportunity to meet their full potential as a member of Graeae.
Access Workers have a varied role within Graeae due to the nature
of the company’s work and the diversity of the people with whom we
work.
Access Workers are employed to provide a service for those company
members who have access requirements, and sometimes to deliver
access services to the audience whilst on tour i.e. front of house
liaison, Audio-Description for visually impaired audience members or
Sign Interpretation of performances for deaf people.

As well as touring, the company has strong commitments to:
•
Training disabled people in performance and other production
skills
•
Continuing Professional Development for disabled arts profes
sionals, e.g. disabled writers’ mentoring schemes
•
Young people’s theatre
•
Outreach
•
Education workshops
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Duties may include:
1.

Walking visually impaired people around rehearsal /
performance space

2.

Providing a description of visual information or reading

3.

Meeting a new company member at local public transport

4.

Assisting with getting refreshments/snacks during meal and
coffee breaks

5.

Familiarising all company members with the rehearsal or
performance space and hotel accommodation.

6.

Assisting loading and unpacking luggage when arriving at
Hotels

7.

Assisting unpacking personal props and costumes when
arriving at venues

8.

Assisting with costume changes, make-up, prop setting etc

9.

Locating accessible restaurants and pubs

10.

Providing communication support

11.

Driving

12.

Running personal errands when necessary
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A new company member will participate in a short access audit /
questionnaire with either the Access Coordinator or Administrator.
This helps to establish what they feel they may need in order to fully
participate as a company member. Questions will involve; preferred
information format (i.e. Braille, Large Print, Audio Tape etc), physical
access requirements (adapted bathroom, level access, rest time),
communication needs (British Sign Language, speech to text reporting,
Signed Supported English) and any other information that they feel
may be of use. Given this information the company in liaison with the
company member will then seek to put in place the necessary support
which could range from simply providing printed material in a specific
font or on a specifically coloured paper to appointing an access
worker.
We are continually building a pool of Access Workers, Communication
Support Workers and Sign Language Interpreters we can employ on a
variety of projects. Work assignments vary in length from single or half
days to 12 week touring productions or 6 month training projects and
are on a short term contract basis.
Our aim would be to match people’s skills with a specific project and
then contact them to check their availability and interest. We fully
expect occasions to arise where people may be unavailable due to
other work commitments.
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Funding for access support mainly comes from a British Government
initiative called “Access to Work”. This is a benefit available to
disabled people to provide financial support in meeting specific access
needs in employment and includes funding for support workers,
interpreters, specialist equipment (i.e. new software, or flashing fire
alarms) and increased transport costs.
Below is a guideline to rates of pay we offer, which does vary
depending on the project and type of work involved:

Access Workers and
Communication
Support Workers
Sign Language
Interpreters
(depending on
project and
qualifications)

Half Day
£40

Full Day
£75

Week
£340

£50 - £100 £100 - £200

£350 - £500

For further information please contact:
Claire Saddleton, Access Officer
Graeae Theatre Company
LVS Resource Centre
356 Holloway Road
London N7 6PA
ENGLAND
claire@graeae.org
The Picasso Project
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APPENDICES
Dis This! Chronology of Events 1993 - 2002
1993: The Cross Cultural activities of the Toronto Theatre Alliance are
expanded to include artists with disability.
1993-94: The Cross Cultural Director contracts Alex Bulmer as
Coordinator of a writer’s workshop for artists with disability. Together
they develop a basic outreach network/infrastructure and design the
workshop. The project is funded by the Department of Canadian
Heritage with cultural monies rather than an access grant – a first!
April 1995: ‘DIS THIS! Literal Displays by Disabled Writers’, a month
of weekend sessions is offered, led by Alisa Palmer and Michael Redhill
with sessional guests Lynda Hill and Lorraine Behnan. James Roy and
Dave Carley, CBC Radio Drama give a tour and info session. Kevin
Hammond performs on-site as a Reader for the group. Eight artists
participate.
July 1995: DIS THIS! Writers Circle formed to continue the work and
expand opportunities to other disabled artists
October 1995: Members of the Circle perform during University of
Guelph’s Access Awareness Week with original works by Mark Brose,
Liz Dixon and Alex Bulmer called ‘Acts of DIStinction’.

July- October 1995: Attempts are made to support the creation of
Audio Description services for live theatre by Dr. Marc Rosen of Audio
Vision Canada, a service founded in 1989 to improve access to
information for vision-restricted Canadians through narrated audio
description for film, television and video. The Cross Cultural Director
and Dr. Rosen meet with staff at Mirvish Productions and CanStage to
pitch the idea and seek resources but are not successful.
1996: The Cross Cultural Director continues to expand the network
through ad hoc presentations and activities and her column in the
TTA’s newsletter. Alex Bulmer presents on disability issues to Actors
Equity Board and Advisory; the Association does not follow up. The
writers circle continues to meet and grow.
Jan-Feb 1997: Month long development of DIS THIS!2; public
reading of new works by John Burgess and Liz Dixon, with dramaturg
Lynda Hill and movement with Viv Moore, at Parkdale Library
Auditorium, February 28.
1997: Cross Cultural Director develops three-pronged project:1.
Individual career support 2. Movement-based workshop 3. Exchanges
with national/international colleagues e.g. Oval House in London,
England. Writers Circle expands to become DIS THIS! Artists Circle
funded by DCH under Special Initiatives.
1998: The TTA through its Cross Cultural activities has become
a clearinghouse for disability-specific requests, information and
support. It is the only ASO in Toronto to offer such services. Members
companies remain uninvolved despite efforts to engage with them.
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October 1998: Alex Bulmer attends the Jackson Lane Disability Arts
Conference in England with a Canada Council travel grant secured
through the TTA. Alex presents on a panel and screens her short film
‘Beauty’ for a week’s run at Oval House.
January 1999: A six month development process leads to ’Body
Language’ a radical one-week intensive at the CanStage Rehearsal
Hall, exploring movement expression for the disabled performer,
followed by a public presentation to an invited audience of theatre
colleagues. Ten disabled performers and five collaborating performers
participate, led by choreographer and instructor Miriam Rother with
voice sessions by Fides Krucker.
May 1999: Indie Theatre Trade Forum, a TTA event, includes “Body
Talk: Discourse with Disability’, featuring the screening of ‘Beauty” two
movement performances, a reading and a panel moderated by the
Cross Cultural Director. It is a first in the professional community.
August 1999:fFida offsite dance program, ‘Revealing Gestures’ at
Artword Theatre featuring works choreographed and performed by
disabled/integrated artists Mark Brose, Rachel Gorman, Meiko Ando,
Viv Moore and Spirit Synott. Rachel and Mark perform their piece
‘Slipping Ground’ again at Ryerson Institute of Disability Arts and
Culture before an invited audience.
March-June 2000: Weekly meetings and rehearsals of an ensemble
from the DIS THIS! Artists Circle working towards a collective creation
to be shopped around.
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July-August 2000: Preparation for SummerWorks in August, invited
by Artistic Director Franco Boni who attended the ‘Body Language’
presentation. The Cross Cultural Director produces the show E.merge(ncy) - directed by Miriam Rother. The show is a popular and
critical success, running August 3-13.
2000 –2001: Full spectrum of DIS THIS! activities. New focus on
Deaf culture and American Sign Language Interpreted performances.
Collaboration with Joanna Bennett and Anna Lee of TIRG (Theatrical
Interpreting Resource Group). June 2000, TTA in collaboration with
Whetstone Productions offers an interpreted performance of ‘Ines de
Castro’ followed by a Q&A and info session. Efforts are ongoing to
encourage interpreted performances among TTA members, assisted
with our guidelines and tools.
April -August 2001: Development of a seven artist performance revue,
‘Hold on Me’, for the inaugural KickstART Festival of Disability Arts
& Culture in Vancouver, August 2001, The performers prepare and
attend the five day festival along with the Cross Cultural Director and
choreographer Miriam Rother who also leads a movement workshop
at KickstART with the ensemble. The project is supported by the Trillium
Foundation.
2001-2002: Full spectrum of DIS THIS! activities. ;A joint proposal
from the TTA and SNIFF Inc. to the Trillium Foundation is successful
and enables the two-year PICASSO PROJECT, 2002-2004.
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WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS

ABC OF CONTACTS

1. Shakespeare Seen by Scene:
Performance and Scene Study for the Blind Actor
Instructors: Kate Lynch, Alex Bulmer
Maureen McKinnon, Sarah Sackville Mclauchlan, Wanda Fitzgerald,
Diana Bisset, Kurt Thomsen, Rebecca Redmile, Murray Powell, Martin
Courcelles, Darren Cooper, David Rosenfeld, Diana Czainski
Facilitators: John Burgess, Viv Moore

During the project we jointly or separately attended more than 70
events in Ontario - performances, interviews, festivals, presentations
and meetings held by Deaf or disability-specific groups.

2. Heavenly Bodies: A Movement Workshop
Instructor: Miriam Rother
Marye Barton, Mark Brose, Linda Carter, Brenda Gough, Helen Posno,
Christine Rowntree, Spirit Synott, Kazumi Tsuruoka
Facilitator: Rose Jacobson
3. ‘8 x 8’: Small Group Writers Lab
Instructors: Paula Wing, Adam Pettle
Marye Barton, Alex Bulmer, Heather Emmes, John Feld, Helen Posno,
Spirit Synott, Heather Willis, Wanda Fizgerald
Reader: Viv Moore
4. The Tell-Tale Heart: Deaf Performance Storytelling Workshop
Instructors: Diana Kolpak, Viv Moore
James Baldwin, Mike Cyr, Vida Peric, Donna Mae McCauley, Patti
Trofimenkoff, Jennifer Jackson, Keelin Carey, Anselmo Desousa,
Christopher Welsh, Enza Iovio, Kathy Gendron, Regent Gendron.
ASL Interpreters: Marcia Adolphe, Carolyn Lesonsky
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Sometimes we presented or participated actively ourselves. Online
outreach and research connected us to links where we promoted the
Picasso Project or requested information. In addition to written and
recorded interview transcripts we have gathered a collection of sample
tapes, recordings and promotional materials from disability-arts groups
and individuals which we will share on an ad hoc basis, when possible
and appropriate
We include here only the organizations which have been ‘officially’
engaged with the Picasso Project. The over 70 companies and artists
who presented at KickstART 2001 and 2004, can be accessed through
the S4DAC website and links.
The Canadian Abilities Found (see below) publishes and sells a
comprehensive annual Directory of Disability Organizations in Canada
which features over 5000 disability-related organizations in Canada
on a province by province basis. We ourselves have additional contact
information on artists, projects and groups beyond the scope of this
report which can be made available on an ad hoc basis, on request
and where ever appropriate.
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TORONTO CONTACTS
Canadian Abilities Foundation: “Linking People with Disabilities to a
World of Resources”
CAF is a not-for-profit charitable foundation founded in 1991 and
based in Toronto. Its mission is to enable people with disability to
participate more fully in community life by providing them with
information, resources and opportunities. The Foundation facilitates
both a voice and expression for people with disability, including arts
and culture, in Ontario and Canada. CAF publishes Canada’s
foremost cross-disability magazine “Abilities” distributed to 35,000
readers nationally. EnableLink is CAF’s online communications link.
CAF provides directories for job seekers, access guides, office training
and job-ready programs. The Directory of Disability Organizations,
updated annually, researches and lists over 5000 organizations and
can be purchased through CAF.
General Information
340 College Street, Ste. 650, Toronto M5T 3A9
tel. 416 923-1885; fax: 416 923-9829
e-mail: info@enblelink.org; web: www.abilities.ca

Abilities Festival
Founded in 2003 by John Feld in collaboration with Sharon Wolfe, is
a celebration of disability arts and culture produced under the
trusteeship of the Canadian Abilities Foundation. Its mission is to
highlight the outstanding accomplishments of artists with disabilities
and help eliminate attitudinal and physical barriers that prevent society
from experiencing the full spectrum of creative talents. In fall 2003
they hosted a month-long exhibition by 55 artists at the Columbus
Centre. In June 2004 they presented “Projections” a film festival
featuring 33 films from eight countries. In October 2005 they are
planning a four day festival of diverse visual and performing arts to
include presentations, panels and workshops.
Producer: Sharon Wolfe
tel: 416 966-0393
e-mail: smwolfe@rogers.com; web: www.abilitiesfestival.org

Publisher and Editor-in-chief: Ray Cohen
ray@abilities.ca
Managing Editor: Lisa Bendall
lisa@abilities.ca
Manager Project Development: Gillian Lynne-Davies
gillian@abilities.ca
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Ryerson School of Disability Studies
The Ryerson School of Disability Studies program builds on the
experience of its students and is designed with flexibility to meet the
needs of adult learners. Open to those with a Developmental Services
Worker diploma or other relevant disability-related qualifications it
offers a BA in Disability Studies through a combination of part-time,
full-time and, onsite and distance education formats equaling a two
year program of theory and practice. Courses include disability theory,
policy, access and technology, ethics, research methods, leadership
and community development.

Glenvale Players
Formed in the early 1940’s by the Ladies Auxiliary of the Canadian
National Institute for the Blind, The Glenvale Players blossomed into
an award winning community theatre. Their mission is to provide
a creative outlet and a venue of entertainment and opportunity for
education in all areas of theatre craft for blind and vision impaired
persons. Their work extends beyond the normal realm of a producing
company . They wish to become an integrated company of blind,
vision impaired and sighted artists dedicated to finding, developing
and exhibiting blind theatre talent.

Ryerson RBC Institute for Disability Studies, Research and Education
The RBC Institute, established in 2001,exists to enhance and
strengthen the education of students, grads and professionals
committed to the rights, inclusion and full social participation of
people with disabilities. It offers a research and education “hub” and
profiles visiting artists, scholars and researchers. It also features a rich
arts and culture component. Since the year 2000, the Institute has
presented innovative, non-traditional showcases including two
‘Evenings of Disability Culture’, the ‘Culture Cauldron’ series and an
“Art With Attitude” series.

Artistic Director/ President: Wanda Fitzgerald
tel: 647 439.3202
e-mail: glenvale@rogers.com; web: www.glenvaleplayers.org

Office of Admissions
Administrator: Paris Master-McRae, 416 9795000 x7037
tel: 416 979.5036; fax: 416 979.5209
Co-Director: Melanie Panitch
416 979.5000 x6128; mpanitch@ryerson.ca
Co-Director: Catherine Frazee
416 070.5000 x4591; cfrazee@ryerson.ca
The Picasso Project

Voiceprint Canada
a national multi-media, non-profit organization that brings news,
information and entertainment to millions of people who cannot
access print material for a variety of reasons including blindness,
paralysis, illiteracy, learning disabilities, accident-related impairments,
etc. 24 hour service through your own stereo, tv or computer. To learn
more or become a member:
tel: 1 800 567.6755; web: www.voiceprintcanada.com
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Workman Theatre Project
Since its bold launch in 1991, the Workman Theatre Project (WTP)
has become known for putting a human face on mental health issues.
By producing professional theatre that not only focuses on mental
health but is staged by a company comprised of professional actors
and people who receive mental health services. WTP is able to get to
the heart and soul of the issues while maintaining a high standard of
theatre. This unique arts company, led by founder/artistic producer
Lisa Brown, has attracted national and international attention. Based in
Toronto at the Joseph Workman Auditorium, at the Queen Street Site
of the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, WTP has performed
to audiences in Canada and has connected to the rest of the world
through its international festivals: Madnesss and Arts 2003 World
Festival and the Rendezvous with Madness Film Festival).

Fireweed Media Productions Inc.
Producers of video and film industrials and media-related advocacy
and products which support and advance the needs and opportunities
of disabled persons.
Executive Producer: Don Peuramaki
402-222 Wellesley street East, Toronto, M4X 1G4
tel: 416 410.2491; fax: 416 410>2491
e-mail: dpeuramaki@aol.com
Balance
Teaches skills of independent living for people who are blind or have
low vision. Instruction includes orientation and mobility, Braille, daily
living skills and how to find suitable housing.

web: http://www.workmantheatre.com/
Panorama Captioning Services
A company specializing in the translation, preparation and
performance of closed and /or open captioning for video, tv and film
in a variety of formats and prices. Services involve all aspects of
preparation to digital for creation of a captioned master and copies
in VHS or DVD, which is done through Panorama’s affiliate, Creative
Post. Prices flexible and varied depending on the need.
Carrie O’Neill, Panorama Captioning Services Inc.
378 Davisville Avenue Toronto, Ont. M4S 1H3
tel: 416 544.9524
e-mail: carrie.oneill@panoramacaptioning.com
The Picasso Project

Executive Director: Sue Archibald
tel: 416 236.1796
e-mail: balance@idirect.com
Handidactus
A company dedicated to teaching sensitivity and awareness of
disability issues and performing site audits to provide accessible
environments
VP Operations: Laurie Sue Robertson
tel: 416 267.5939; fax: 416 267.8183
e-mail: handidac@idrect.com
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George Brown College ASL Training Programs
George Brown College offers basic courses in American Sign
Language as well as a full three year program that provides an
Ontario College Advanced Diploma in ASL English Interpretation (St.
James campus). The basic program is offered through evening courses
in continuing education in trimester cycles. Similar courses taught by
the same roster of instructors are taught at the Bob Rumball Centre for
the Deaf and the Canadian Hearing Society, among others.
To enter the full George Brown College Interpreter Program, a
minimum 200 hours of ASL classes or equivalence plus proficiency in
English are required. The curriculum combines theory, practical
learning and field placements.
General Information
Faculty of Community Services and Health Services
tel: 416 415.5000 x2185 05 1 800 265.2002
ASL specific program: 416 415.5000 x2126
e-mail: cecommnuity@gbrownc.on.ca
web: www.gbrownc.on.ca/marketing/FTCal/comsrv/c110.html
Basic Courses Through Continuing Education
web: www.coned.georgebrown.ca
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Canadian National Institute for the Blind (CNIB)
Provides rehabilitation and library services to persons across Canada
who are blind have low vision or are Deaf/blind. Library services lend
recreational books and magazines in Braille and audio cassette format
in English and French, provide talking book cassette players, transcribe
form print to audio cassette OR Braille format: vocational, educational
and professional materials on request ( fees attached)
CNIB Library: 1929 Bayview Ave., Toronto M4G 3E8
tel: 416 486.2500; fax: 416 480.7700
reader.services@cnib.ca (for translations)
techaids.sales@cnib.ca
Eyes On Camera (EOC)
Eyes on Camera is an ad hoc committee of Deaf actors and associates
formed in 2003 to provide workshops, career and professional
development by and for performers working in film, television, theatre
and dance. They have already developed a talent bank, offered
auditioning and other workshops, provided networking opportunities
and are developing ideas for a Deaf Arts Week.
Anselmo de Sousa
e-mail: eyesoncamera@yahoo.ca
web: http://members.rogers.com/eoc
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BC CONTACTS (SELECT)
Society for Disability Arts and Culture (S4DAC)
Artistic Director: Geoff McMurchy
General Manager: Lorna Boschman
1380 Napier Street, Suite B, Vancouver BC V5L 2M4
voice/relay: 604 685.3368; fax 604 685.3369
e-mail: info@s4dac.org; web: www.s4dac.org

Theatre Terrific Society
Since 1985 the company offers classes, amateur and professional
productions for and by people and artists with disabilities.
4397 West Second Avenue, Vancouver, BC, V6R 1K4
tel: 604 222.4020
e-mail: info@theatreterrific.ca; web: www.theatreterrific.ca

Vancouver Foundation
Director of Programs: Valerie Hunter
Suite 1200-555 West Hastings Street, Box 12132 Harbour Centre,
Vancouver BC V6B 4N6
tel: 604 688.2204; fax: 604 688.4170
e-mail: info@vancouverfoundation.bc.ca
web: www.vancouverfoundation.bc.ca
BC Arts Council
Associate Director: Jeremy Long
Street Address: 800 Johnson Street, 5th floor, Victoria BC, V8W 1N3
Mailing Address: POB 9819, Stn. Prov. Govt., Victoria BC, V8W 9W3
tel: 250 356.1718 / 250 356.1730
e-mail: Jeremy.Long@gems5.gov.bc.ca; web: www.bcartscouncil.ca
Vancouver Adapted Music Society (VAMS)
Sam Sullivan
Box 27,770 Pacific Blvd. South, Plaza of Nations, Vancouver BC
V6B 5E7
tel: 604 688.6464; fax: 604 688.6463
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UK CONTACTS (SELECT)
London Arts Board
Theatre Officer: Jo Hemmant; tel: 020 7608 6124
Disability Arts Development Officer: Sian Williams tel: 020 7608 6120
2 Pear Tree Court, London EC1R 0DS
tel: 0845 300 6200; fax: 020 7608 4100
textphone: 020 7973 6564
e-mail: firstname.Surname@artscouncil.org.uk
web: www.artscouncil.org.uk
Graeae Theatre Company
Artistic Director: Jenny Sealey
Executive Producer: Roger Nelson
Contact: Hampstead Town Hall, 213 Haverstock Hill, London
MW3 4QP
tel: 020 7681 4755; fax: 020 7681 4756
e-mail: info@graeae.org; web: www.graeae.org
The London Disability Arts Forum (LDAF)
Artistic Director: Julie McNamara
voice:020 7691 4203; minicom 020 7691 4201
fax: 020 7916 5396
e-mail: info@ldaf.net; web: www.ldaf.net

Shape Arts
LVS Resource Centre, 356 Holloway Road, London N7 6PA
tel: 020 7619 6160; fax: 020 7619 6162; minicom: 020 7619 6161
e-mail: info@shapearts.org.uk; web: www.shapearts.org.uk
London Metropolitan University (Shifting Aesthetics Conference)
166-220 Holloway Road, London N7 8DB
tel/text: 020 7133 2356
web: www.londonmet.ac.uk
Extant: ArtsCulturalEvolution
Directors: Damien O’Connor and Maria Oshodi
e-mail: ace@extant.org.uk
web: http://www.damienoconnor.zetnet.co.uk/8fbaccess/8.html
New Life
(Novi Zivot) (Hrvatska - Zagreb – Croatia)
http://www.hr/darko/etf/blind.html
Turtle Key Arts
tel: 020 8964 5060
e-mail: info@turtlekeyarts.org.uk

Liverpool Institute for the Performing Arts (LIPA)
Mount Street, Liverpool L1 9HF
tel: 0 151 330 3232; fax: 0 151 330 3131
e-mail: admissions@lipa.ac.uk; web: www.lipa.ac.uk
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